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1.0

OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to:
 Understand the meaning and nature of banking
 Discuss the genesis of bank
 Explain the history of banking in India
 Analyse banking structure in India
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Banking is a common thread in any modern economy. It is one of the important pillars
of the financial sector which plays a pivotal role in the functioning of an economy. It is
very important for economic development of a country that its financing requirements
of trade, industry and agriculture are met with a higher degree of commitment and
responsibility. Thus, the development of a country is integrally linked with the
development of banking. In a modern economy, banks are to be considered not as
dealers in money but as the leaders of economic development.
The banking sector is one of the oldest occupations in the world and its origin goes back
to barter system. The word ‘Bank’ believed to have been derived from the Italian word
"Bancq" or "Banco" which means bench/desk, used during the Renaissance by
Florentine bankers. These bankers used to make their transactions above a desk /bench
covered by a green tablecloth. So, there are traces of banking activity, even in the past.
In India, the institution of Banking was prevalent as early as 2000 B.C. during the Vedic
period. In those years, merchants used to carry on business with people by accepting
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safe deposits and also to lend money to needy people. In Vedic age, the loan deeds
called rnapatra or rnalekhya were prevalent. In Smriti period it is seen that banking
business was carried on by Vaish community. Money lending was also well spread
during Buddhist period though it was denounced as a sin in Budhhism.
The Kautilya’s Arthashastra is an ancient Indian treatise which covers the detailed
references on creditors, lenders, lending rates and the existence of professional banking
in India. It clearly mentions the presence of financiers or merchant bankers during
Maurya era. There was also a financial instrument called ‘Adesha’ which can be
compared with Bill of Exchange of current times.
It was during the times when Rigveda was scripted, the term Rina which means ‘debt’
was coined. Other terminologies such as Rinapatra, Rinalekhya, Kusidin (‘usurer’ or
‘soodhkhor’) etc. are often found in the Manusmiriti and have their references in
Bhagwad Gita, Sutra [700-100 BC] and Kautilya’s Arthashastra.
In the medieval period, the first bank known as Bank of Venice was established in Italy
in 1157.In England, the credit of banking growth goes to the goldsmiths of London.
During the reign of Queen Elizabeth-1, the goldsmiths in those days used to accept the
valuables and funds from their customers for safe custody on receipts. Subsequently
these receipts were treated as bearer bonds and goldsmiths started extending loans on
interest. Transfer of funds based on the letters of the customers was also undertaken by
Goldsmiths which was similar to the present day cheques.
However, banking, in the modern sense of the word, can be traced to medieval and early
Renaissance Italy, to the rich cities in the north like Florence, Lucca, Siena, Venice and
Genoa. The Bardi and Peruzzi families dominated banking in 14th century Florence,
establishing branches in many other parts of Europe. One of the most famous Italian
banks was the Medici Bank, set up by Giovanni di Bicci de' Medici in 1397. The oldest
bank still in existence is Monte dei Paschi di Siena, headquartered in Siena, Italy, which
has been operating continuously since 1472.
The first modern bank established in England in 1694 was Bank of England. In India it
was The Hindustan Bank which was set up in 1770 in Kolkata .The first presidency
bank was established in 1806 in Kolkata which was known as Bank of Calcutta and
which Bank of Bengal became in 1809. Subsequently, two more presidency banks,
namely Bank of Bombay and Bank of Madras were established in 1840 and 1843
respectively. Eventually these banks were amalgamated to form Imperial Bank of India
in 1921. The Imperial Bank of India was nationalised in 1956 which was renamed as
State Bank of India. In course of time several new banks were formed, dissolved,
merged and nationalised.
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Oudh Commercial Bank or Awadh Commercial Bank was an Indian bank established
in 1881 in Faizabad and operated until 1958 when it failed. It was the first commercial
bank in India having limited liability and an entirely Indian board of directors.
1.2

DEFINITION OF A BANK

The definition of a bank varies from country to country. Under the English Common
Law, a banker is defined as “a person who carries on the business of banking which is
specified as conducting current accounts for his customers, paying cheques drawn on
him, and collecting cheques for his customers”.
According to H.L. Henry, a banker is “one who in the ordinary course of business
honours cheques drawn upon by persons from and for whom he received money on
current account”. This definition is very restrictive in the sense that any person or
institution engaged in the business of attracting deposits may be called as bank.
As per the definition given by Kinley, “a bank is an establishment which makes to
individuals such advance of money as may be required and safely made and to which
individuals entrust money when not required by them for use”.
The definition of R.S. Sayers, however, reveals the true character of a modern bank. In
his words, “banks are institutions whose debts usually referred to as bank deposits are
commonly accepted in final settlement of other people’s debts”. In India, as per the
Banking Regulation Act, 1949, banking means “the accepting, for the purpose of
lending or investment, of deposits of money from the public, repayable on demand or
otherwise and withdrawal by cheque, draft and order or otherwise” and banking
company means “any company which transacts the business of banking in India”. Banks
are governed by the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934 and Banking Regulation
Act.1949.Nationalised Banks are owned by the Govt. of India and governed by
directives issued by Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
Based on the above definitions, it can be said that a bank is a financial institution which
deals with deposits and advances and other related services. It allows people to deposit
money into an account (called bank account) for safekeeping and makes loans to those
people who need it.

1.3

GROWTH OF BANKING IN INDIA

Banking in India, in the modern senses, was originated in the last decade of eighteenth
century. Bank of Hindustan is one of the oldest banks in India which was established in
1770 and liquidated in between 1829-32.The largest bank and the oldest too still in
existence is the Imperial Bank of India which is presently known as State Bank of India.
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The three banks, namely Bank of Calcutta, Bank of Bombay and Bank of Madras
merged in 1921 and Imperial Bank of India was formed.
The Banking system in India can be categorised into two phases:
 Pre-independence Phase (1786-1947)
 Post- independence Phase (1947 to till date)
The Post-Independence Period may further be divided into three phases:




Pre-nationalisation Period (1947 to 1969)
Post nationalisation Period (1969 to 1991)
Liberalisation Period (1991 to till date)

Now let us discuss the above mentioned phases one by one.
1.3.1 Pre-independence Phase (1786-1947)
During this period the banking system provided services to the urban people
only and did not provide any service to the people engaged in the rural and
agriculture sector. The Imperial Bank of India was formed by merging the three
presidential banks. The first Indian owned bank, Allahabad Bank Ltd. was set up
in 1865 which was followed by Punjab National Bank Ltd., Bank of India Ltd,
Central Bank of India Ltd. and many more. The RBI was established in 1935 on
the recommendation of Hilton-Young Commission to function as our central
bank.
1.3.2 Post- independence Phase (1947 to till date):
The following paragraphs present the three different phases of the post-independence
period.
I.

Pre-nationalisation period(1947 to 1969):

During the pre-nationalisation period in the Indian banking sector three important
developments took place which are as follows:





Government of India nationalised the RBI in 1949 to have better development
of the economy as at the time of independence, the entire Banking sector was
under private ownership and urban centric. The rural population of the country
had to depend on money lenders for their credit requirements.
Imperial Bank of India was nationalised and renamed as State Bank of India.
The Banking Regulation Act was enacted in 1949 for efficient regulation of
banking and financial sector.
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II.

Post-nationalisation Period (1969 to 1991):

The Govt. of India made significant amendments in the Banking Regulation Act, 1949
and also nationalised 14 major commercial banks in 1969, namely Allahabad Bank ,
Bank of India, Punjab National Bank, Bank of Baroda, Bank of Maharashtra, Central
Bank of India, Canara Bank , Dena Bank , Indian Overseas Bank , Indian Bank, United
Bank of India, Syndicate Bank , Union Bank of India and UCO Bank.
After nationalisation though Indian Banking sector developed immensely, the credit
flows to rural sector in general and to agriculture sector as well as weaker section of
people in particular were not adequately addressed under the system.
To remove these problems, the Narasimham Committee recommended the
establishment of Regional Rural Banks (RRB) in 1974.On 2nd October 1975, RRBs
were established with an objective to extend the amount of credit to the rural section of
the society by remaining cost effective.
Six more banks were further nationalised in the year 1980. They are Andhra Bank,
Corporation Bank, New Bank of India, Oriental Bank of Commerce, Punjab & Sindh
Bank and Vijaya Bank.
With the second phase of nationalisation, the target of priority sector lending also
increased to 40%.
III.

Liberalisation Period (1990 to till date )

In order to improve financial stability and profitability of public sector banks, the
Government of India set up a committee under the chairmanship of Shri.
M. Narasimham in the year 1991. More specifically, this committee was formed for
the following purposes:
 To ensure a greater degree of operational flexibility.
 To enjoy autonomy in the process of decision making.
 To bring in professionalism in banking operations.
The liberalization of the Indian banking sector began shortly after the opening of the
economy, with the publication of the first report of the Narasimham Committee in
December 1991. On August 14, 1991, the then Minister of Finance, Dr Manmohan
Singh, appointed the committee, chaired by Mr. Narasimham, the 13th Governor of the
RBI. Another committee, headed by Mr Narasimham, was appointed in December 1997
by the then finance minister, Mr P Chidambaram.
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Recommendations of the Narasimham Committee, 1991 (Narasimham Committee
I): The Narasimham Committee I in its report made the following recommendations in
November 1991:
1. Decrease of the Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) to 25%.
2. Reduction in Cash Reserve Ratio (CRR) to 3.5%.
3. Directed credit schemes should be phased out and 10% of the overall credit should
be reserved for farmers, artisans, village and craft industries, etc.
4. The structure of interest rates should be determined by market forces and all checks
and regulations on interest rates should be removed.
5. The banks should be restructured in such a way as to create:
(a) Three or four major banks which could be of international character.
(b) eight to ten national banks with a nationwide branch network, local banks for
regional operations, and rural banks at the bottom end to cater to the local /rural needs.
6. The committee recommended not to adopt further nationalisation of banks.
7. The RBI should allow the creation of new banks in the private sector as long as they
meet the minimum capital and other statutory requirements.
8. The dual control of the banking sector by the RBI and the Banking Division
(Department of Finance) should be eliminated.
9. Foreign banks may set up offices in India either as branches or as subsidiaries. The
final approval in this regard will be given by the Central Government.
10. The public sector banks should be free and independent.
11. A percentage of the shares of public sector banks may be divested like other PSUs.
12. The public sector should put up one or more rural banking subsidiaries to take over
all its rural branches.
13. The appointments to the key posts should be kept safe from political favours and the
CEO of a bank should be appointed by a group of an independent panel of experts.
14. The process of computerisation of banking services should be speeded up with a
view to improving their efficiency as well as strengthening competition.
Recommendations of the Narasimham Committee, 1998 (Narasimham Committee
II):
A Committee on Banking Sector Reforms was set up in December, 1997 under the
chairmanship of Mr Narasimham which is also known as “Second Narasimham
Committee” or “Narasimham Committee II”. This committee submitted its report on
23rd April 1998. It covers various issues like bank mergers, recasting of bank boards,
changing rules, etc.The major five recommendations of the committee are as follows:
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1. Strengthening Banking System
The Committee considered the reinforcement of the banking system in the context of
the convertibility of the "CAC" capital account.
2. Narrow Banking
The committee focused on the rehabilitation of weaker public sector banks with the
accumulation of a high proportion of non-performing assets (NPAs).The concept of
narrow banking indicates that weak public sector banks should only invest in short-term
risk-free assets, and match their demand deposits with liquid assets. It also indicates that
restricted banking services may not be useful in rehabilitating fragile branches and the
closure of these banks should be considered.
3. Capital Adequacy Ratio
To improve the intrinsic strength of banks and their ability to absorb risk, the
Committee proposed for increasing the capital adequacy ratio. It also suggested for
creation of an asset reconstruction fund to take over the bad debts of the banks.
4. Bank Ownership
Mere government ownership and management of banks did not enhance the power and
flexibility of public sector banks. As such the Committee suggested that the functions of
the banking board should be reviewed so that they can retain the responsibility of
improving the value of the shareholders through the formulation of corporate strategies.
5. Review of banking laws
The Committee also proposed for reviewing and improving the laws that govern the
banking sector in India, such as the RBI Act, the Banking Regulation Act, the Bank of
India Act, the Bank Nationalization Act, etc. The Committee opined that these upgradation would go a long way in meeting the needs of the present-day conditions.
.
The impact of the acceptance of various recommendations of the Narsimham
Committees (both I and II) can be seen from analysis of the following comparative
table:
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(Courtesy: Hindustan Times)
1.4




RECENT DEVELOPMENT IN INDIAN BANKING SECTOR
Kotak Mahindra Bank and Yes Bank got license from the RBI to enter into the
banking system in the years 2003 and 2004 respectively.
In 2014, the RBI gave approval to IDFC and Bandhan Financial Services to set up
banks.
The Government of India nationalized New Bank of India in 1980. Punjab National
Bank acquired New Bank of India in 1993. The only other nationalized bank
merged with another—except for State Bank of India with its
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Associate banks—was the merger of Bharatiya Mahila Bank with State Bank of
India in 2017.
Ten public sector undertaking (PSU) were amalgamated into four banks on 1st
April, 2020. In the biggest consolidation exercise in the banking space, the
government in August 2019 had announced the into four bigger and stronger banks.
With this, the number of public sector banks in India came down to 12 from 27 in
2017.

Now let us mention the mega mergers of PSU banks that have taken place on or after 1
April, 2020:
1) Oriental Bank of Commerce (OBC) and United Bank of India have been
merged into (PNB). After the merger, these two banks together have
formed the second-largest public sector bank in the country, after State
Bank of India (SBI).
2) Syndicate Bank’s merger with Canara Bank has made it the fourthlargest public sector lender.
3) Allahabad Bank has been merged with Indian Bank.
4) Andhra Bank and Corporation Bank have been merged with Union Bank
of India.
After the mergers that have taken place in the recent times, the number of public
sector banks has become 12. They are State Bank of India, Punjab National
Bank, Bank of Baroda, Canara Bank, Union Bank of India, Indian Bank, Indian
Overseas Bank, UCO Bank, Bank of Maharashtra, Punjab and Sind Bank, Bank
of India and Central Bank of India.
Today, Indian Banking industry is one of the most growing and flourishing
industries. Banking system of any country needs to be both effective and
efficient as it plays a vital role in the economic development of the country.
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1.5

INDIAN BANKING STRUCTURE

The structure of banking sector in India consists of the following components:

1.5.1 Central Bank
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) is the central bank of India which was established in
1935. The RBI is fully owned by the Government of India since its nationalization in
1949. It is entrusted with the functions of guiding and regulating the banking system of
our country. The main functions of the RBI are as follows:
Issuance of currency notes.
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)
vi)

Banker to the Govt.
Lender of the last resort.
Custodian of Foreign Exchange Reserves.
Controller of Credit.
Functions as clearing house.
Advisor to Central Govt.

(The functions of RBI in details have been discussed in a separate unit)

1.5.2 Scheduled Commercial Banks
The scheduled commercial banks are those banks which are included in the second
schedule of RBI Act, 1934 and which carry out the normal business of banking such as
accepting deposits, providing loans and other banking services. Currently, there are 150
scheduled banks , out of which 12 banks are public sector banks, 22 banks are private
sector banks ,46 banks are foreign banks,53 banks are regional rural banks and the
remaining banks are cooperative and small payment banks.
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Commercial Banks:
The banks which perform all kinds of banking businesses with the objective of earning a
profit by way of interest and commission are called commercial banks. They borrow
from the public by way of deposits at a lower rate of interest and lend the funds
relatively at a higher rate to earn a profit. Banks do also undertake various agency
functions on behalf of the customers to earn commission.
In India commercial Banks are classified into four categories which are discussed in the
following paragraphs:
(i) Public sector Banks: This category includes State Bank of India and other
nationalised banks. Now let us narrate these two one by one.
a) State Bank of India: The major public sector bank in India is State Bank of India
(SBI). Being the oldest and largest bank of India, SBI is next to RBI so far as
functioning is concerned. All the associate banks of SBI have since been merged with
SBI as per Govt. decision .SBI is the largest bank in the country with assets totalling Rs
3156.44 billion and deposits aggregating Rs 2428.28 billion as on March 31, 2001. SBI
dominates the Indian banking sector with its market share exceeding 20 per cent both in
terms of deposits and advances. SBI’s near monopoly in Government business gives it a
large and ready source of both fund based as well as non-fund based income. SBI’s
dominance in the Indian banking sector and the economy creates a significant incentive
for the Government to support the bank in the event of any financial stress. SBI is the
largest bank in the world in terms of number of branches as well as number of
employees. SBI has 2, 45,652 employees as on 31 March 2021. Out of the total
workforce, the representation of women employees is nearly 26%. The proportions of
officers, associates and subordinate staff to total employees were 44.28%, 41.03% and
14.69% respectively on the same date. Each employee contributed a net profit
of ₹828,350 (US$12,000) during FY 2020–21. The SBI is managed by a Central Board
consisting of 15 members. The members are nominated/elected by Central Govt., RBI
and shareholders.
b) Nationalised Banks: In India, the banks which were previously functioning under
private sector were transferred to the public sector by the Nationalization Act. The
nationalisation of banks took place India in two phases: in 1969 and in 1980.The
objectives of nationalisation are to perform social welfare, develop banking habits,
expand banking sector, control private monopolies, reduce regional imbalance and
provide priority sector lending.
(ii) Private Sector Banks: These are the banks in which the maximum portion of
equity share capital is maintained and held by private individuals. If we go through the
history of Indian banking sector, we find that initially the Indian banking sector was
dominated by public sector banks, but after the 1990s, private sector banks were
established and they have been developing enormously with the passage of time. They
have been using the latest technology, new monetary tools, and also providing
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contemporary innovations. These are the main reasons behind the significant growth of
private sector banks in India. All private sector banks can be categorized into two
groups – (a) Old private sector banks (banks which were established prior to 1968)
include ING Vysya Bank, Karnataka Bank, Karur Vysya Bank, etc. (b) New private
sector banks (banks which were established after the 1990s) are HDFC Bank, ICICI
Bank, Axis Bank, etc.
(iii) Foreign Banks: A foreign bank is a type of international bank which has an
obligation to comply with the regulations of the countries of origin and host
countries. Foreign Banks are present in India either as representative offices or as
branches. A bank can choose to open foreign bank branches to serve the needs of
multinational corporate clients.
Foreign banks can operate in a variety of modes in India. As mentioned above branch
mode or subsidiary mode that is known as WOS (wholly owned subsidiary). They can
either start the bank branches in the initial setup or later convert them to WOS. In order
to operate as WOS, the following conditions must be followed:
 Proof of economic stability and financial soundness to be provided by the bank
 The bank must provide necessary documents to show the proper ownership.
 The bank must be rated by any International rating agency.
 Bank must have a risk management team.
The major foreign banks functioning in India are ABM Amro Bank, Bank of America,
Bank of Bahrain & Kuwait, Bank of Ceylon, Barclays Bank, BNP Paribas, Citibank,
Hong Kong & Shanghai Banking Corporation.(HSBC), Standard Chartered Bank etc.
As on 31st March, 2020, there are 46 foreign banks operating in India. Standard
Chartered Bank is the oldest and the largest foreign bank operating in India having 100
branches in different parts of the country.
(iv) Regional Rural Banks: Based on the recommendation of the Narsimham
Committee in July, 1975, first five RRBs were set up on 2nd October, 1975 by an
ordinance which was subsequently replaced by RRB Act, 1976. As the commercial
banks were urban centric and hesitate to extend facilities to rural areas due to poor rural
infrastructure, the Govt. took a decision to set up rural banks to have a rural orientation
for upliftment of rural artisans , farmers and weaker sections of the society for providing
affordable credit. The major objectives and functions of RRBs are:
 To provide credit facilities to the agricultural sector in general
and small farmers, marginal farmers, landless labourers in
particular.
 To promote the welfare of economically and socially backward
classes.
 To help small and micro business units in rural areas for all-round
development.
 To tap rural deposit.
 To provide subsidiary services like commercial banks.
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Every rural Bank is sponsored by a public sector bank, generally lead bank of the
district in which the head office of the RRB is located. The capital structure of RRB is
in the ratio of 50:35:15 to be contributed by the Central Govt., the sponsoring bank and
the concerned state government respectively.
1.5.3 Co-operative Banks
Co-operative banks are the banks incorporated in the legal form of cooperatives. Any
cooperative society has to obtain a license from the RBI before starting banking
business and has to follow the guidelines set and issued by the RBI. Currently, there are
68 co-operatives banks in India.
There are three types of co-operatives banks with different functions:
 Primary Credit Societies
 Central Co-operative Banks
 State Co-operative Banks
Let us discuss these three one by one.
(i) Primary credit societies are formed at the village or city level with borrowing and
non-borrowing members resident in a locality. The operations of each society are
restricted to a small area so that the members know each other and are able to watch
over the activities of all members to prevent frauds.
(ii) Central co-operative banks operate at the district level having some of the primary
credit societies belonging to the same district as their members. These banks provide
loans to their members (i.e. primary credit societies) and serve as the link between
primary credit societies and state-owned cooperative banks.
(iii) State co-operative banks are the leading co-operative banks in every state in the
country. They mobilise fund and help in its proper channelization among various
sectors. The money reaches individual borrowers from the state cooperative banks
through central cooperative banks and primary credit societies.
1.5.4 Development Banks /Specialised Banks
Development Banks or specialised banks are the banks which provide financial
assistance to business that requires medium and long-term capitals for purchase of
capital goods with the latest technology, or for expansion and modernization. A
development bank is a multifunctional institution that shares entrepreneurial risk,
changes its approach to air in the industrial climate, and encourages new industrial
projects to accelerate economic growth. These banks also take other development
measures such as subscription to shares and bonds issued by companies, in case of
under-subscription of the issue by the public. There are six important national level
development banks. They are;
 Export Import Bank of India
 Small Industries Development Bank of India
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National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development
IFCI
IDBI
ICICI

Let us discuss these six national level development banks one by one.
(i) Export Import Bank of India (EXIM Bank): Exim Bank was established by the
Government of India under the Export-Import Bank of India Act, 1981 as apex body of
export credit, mirroring global Export Credit Agencies. Exim Bank serves as a growth
engine for industries and SMEs through a wide range of products and services which
include import of technology and export product development, export production,
export marketing, pre-shipment and post-shipment and overseas investment. It also
extends Lines of Credit (LOCs) to overseas financial institutions, regional development
banks, sovereign governments and other entities overseas, to enable buyers in those
countries to import developmental and infrastructure projects, equipment, goods and
services from India, on deferred credit terms.
The main functions of the EXIM Bank are as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Financing of exports and imports of goods and services, not only of India but
also of the third world countries;
Financing of exports and imports of machinery and equipment on lease basis;
Financing of joint ventures in foreign countries;
Providing loans to Indian parties to enable them to contribute to the share
capital of joint ventures in foreign countries;
Undertaking limited merchant banking functions such as underwriting of
stocks, shares, bonds or debentures of Indian companies engaged in export or
import; and
Providing technical, administrative and financial assistance to parties in
connection with export and import.

(ii) Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI): The SIDBI loan is
intended for those wishing to set up a small business unit or industry. It was
established in October 1989 as a development bank exclusively for the small scale
industries and commenced its operation in April 1990 with its Head Office in
Lucknow. It is a central government undertaking. The main objective of SIDBI is to
promote and develop small industries .Many institutions and commercial banks
provide both long-term and short-term funds to small entrepreneurs and SIDBI
coordinates their operations.
The following are the functions of SIDBI:
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(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
(v)

(vi)

It initiates steps for technology adoption, technology exchange, transfer and
upgradation and modernisation of existing units.
SIDBI participates in the equity type of loans on soft terms, term loan, working
capital both in rupee and foreign currencies, venture capital support, and
different forms of resource support to banks and other institutions.
SIDBI facilitates timely flow of credit for both term loans and working capital
to SSI in collaboration with commercial banks.
It augments marketing capabilities of SSIs to sell their products both in
domestic as well as in international markets.
It directly discounts and rediscounts bills with a view to encouraging bills
culture in banking and helping the SSI units to realise their sale proceeds of
capital goods.
With an objective to check rural-urban migration of people, it promotes
employment oriented industries in semi-urban areas.

(iii) National Bank for Agricultural and Rural Development: It was created by a
special act of Parliament on July 12, 1982. This specialized bank is a central or apex
institution for financing agricultural and rural sectors. It provides credit, both short-term
and long-term, through banks by refinancing. It provides financial assistance, especially,
to co-operative credit, in the sphere of agriculture, small-scale industries, cottage and
village industries handicrafts and allied economic activities in rural areas. Its important
functions are:
a) Institution building for improving capacity of the credit delivery system including
monitoring, formulation of rehabilitation schemes, restructuring of credit
institutions, training of personnel, etc.
b) It co-ordinates the rural financing activities of all institutions engaged in
developmental work at the field level. It also maintains liaison with Government of
India, State Governments, Reserve Bank of India (RBI) and other national level
institutions concerned with policy formulation effecting rural development.
c) It undertakes monitoring and evaluation of projects refinanced by it.
d) It refinances the financial institutions which finances the rural sector.
e) It also monitors its client institutions.
f) It regulates the institutions which provide financial assistance to boost the rural
economy.
g) It provides training facilities to the institutions working in the field of rural
development.
h) It regulates the cooperative banks and the RRBs.

(iv) Industrial finance Corporation of India (IFCI): IFCI is the India's premier
development financial institution. It is a pioneer in development banking in India. It was
established in 1948 pursuant to an act of Parliament. The chief objective of IFCI is to
render financial assistance to large scale industrial units, particularly at a time when the
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ordinary banks are not coming forward to assist these concerns. Its activities include
project funding, financial services, merchant banking and investment. IFCI continued to
be Developmental Financial Institution till 1993.However, it was changed from a
statutory corporation to a company under the Indian Companies Act, 1956 in 1993 and
from October 1999 its nomenclature was changed to IFCI Ltd.
(v) Industrial Development Bank of India (IDBI): The IDBI was set up on 1st July
1964 by an act of Parliament. It was established as a central coordination agency, leader
of development banks and leading financing institution for industrial finance in the
country. Initially, IDBI was a full-fledged subsidiary of RBI. But it was dissociated
from RBI w.e.f. Feb. 16, 1976. IBDI is a flagship institution that coordinates,
complements and integrates the activities of all existing specialized financial
institutions. It is a refinancing and re-discounting institution operating in the capital
market to refinance term loans and export credits. It was empowered to finance all types
of concerns engaged or to be occupied in the manufacture or processing of goods,
mining, transport, generation and distribution of power etc., both in the public and
private sectors.
(vi) Industrial Credit and Investment Corporation of India (ICICI): ICICI was set
up as a public limited company in the year 1955.It was to be a private sector
development bank so far as there was no Government participation in its share capital. It
was set up with an object to provide a comprehensive range of financial products and
services that include project and equipment financing, underwriting and direct
subscription to capital issues, leasing, deferred credit, advisory services and business
consultancy, trusteeship and custodial services. The main objective of the ICICI was to
meet the long term needs of funds in the private sector. Apart from this the Industrial
Reconstruction Corporation of India (IRCI) established in 1971 with the primary
objective of revival and rehabilitation of viable sick units and was converted into the
Industrial Reconstruction Bank of India (IRBI) in 1985 with more powers.
There are also development banks at the state level. Currently, in India, 18 State
Financial Corporations (SFCs) and 26 State Industrial Investment/Development
Corporations (SIDCs) are providing development banking services in their respective
fields.
1.5.5 Microfinance institutions
Microfinance institutions generally offers small-scale financial services in the form of
credit or savings. These businesses are introduced to facilitate the credit system for
small businesses which do not get loans from banks because of their complicated
process.
The microfinance companies (MFCs) provide loans to the small businesses. The loan
amount is less than Rs.50, 000 in rural areas and in urban it is Rs.1, 25,000. The easiest
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way to register a MFC in India is to register the Section-8 Company at the MCA
(Ministry of Corporate Affairs). It does not require margin money or security. It can
provide low-interest loans led by the RBI and central government. The MFCs provide
enormous support to rural development and especially to the development in the
agriculture sector, including income and job creation. There are essentially two types of
microfinance companies that are allowed in India, one is which has to be registered with
the RBI and another is the non-profit type, which is registered as a section 8 company
and does not need RBI approval.
1.5.6 Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC)
Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFC) is a company registered under the
Companies Act, 1956 engaged in the business of loans and advances, acquisition of
shares/stocks/bonds/debentures/securities issued by the Government or local agency or
other marketable securities of a like nature, leasing, hire-purchase, insurance business
etc.
A company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956 and desirous of commencing
business of non-banking financial institution as set under Section 45 I(a) of the RBI Act,
1934 should comply with the following:







1.6

It should be a company registered under Section 3 of the companies Act, 1956.
It should have a minimum net owned fund of ₹ 200 lakh.
NBFCs lend and make investments and hence their activities are somewhat
similar to that of banks with the following differences:
Demand deposits cannot be accepted by NBFC.
NBFCs cannot be a party to the payment and settlement system .They cannot
issue cheques drawn on itself.
Facility of Deposit Insurance of Credit Guarantee Corporation is not available to
depositors of NBFCs.

TYPES OF BANKING SYSTEM

Banks are institutions that manage both money and credit. It takes deposits from the
public and makes the money available to those who need it. A modern bank performs a
variety of functions and according to the functions, size and some other attributes the
banking system can be classified into the following categories:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Unit banking system
Branch banking system
Group banking system
Chain banking system
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5.
6.
7.
8.

Deposit banking system
Investment banking system
Correspondent banking system
Mixed banking system

Different countries adopt different types of banking system depending on their
economic structure, policy and governance.
Let us now discuss the above mentioned categories of banking system one by one.
1.6.1 Unit banking system
Unit banking system was originated in USA. Under this type of banking system an
individual bank operates through a single office. The size and area of operation is much
smaller as compared to other types of banking system. The main reason for the
development of unit banking system in America was mostly the fear of possible
emergence of monopoly in banking business. It has its own board of directors and
stockholders. It is also called as “localized Banking”.
1.6.2 Branch banking system
Branch banking system was initially developed in England. Later on it became popular
in other countries like Canada, India and Australia etc. Under this type of banking
system a big bank as a single ownership operates through a network of branches spread
all over the country with centralised control. Despite the emergence of several other
delivery channels outside the bank, the branch network is always helpful. This could be
due to the advantage of the location of the branches from which the customer benefits.
In addition, under the current development, alternative channels have limited service
capabilities, making a branch an extremely useful service and delivery opportunity. A
branch is able to handle various client requirements in addition to projecting the human
feeling arising from the personal relationship with the branch personnel.
1.6.3 Group banking system
Under this banking system, two or more banks are directly controlled by a corporation
or an association or a trust. The holding company, which controls the group of banks,
may or may not be a banking company. In this system each bank has its separate entity.
Its business is controlled by the holding company. This type of banking system was
popular in USA.
1.6.4 Chain banking system
It is another type of group of banking. It refers to the system in which three or more
banks are brought under common control by a system other than the holding company
as evident in group banking system. They have common management and policies. The
common management may consist of group of persons through stock ownership or
otherwise. The management can also be established via a board of directors that can
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effectively create a network and undertake supervision of banking activities. Chain
banking system took shape in USA around 1925.

1.6.5 Deposit banking system
Commercial banks are the most successful examples of deposit banks. The deposittaking bank will have to maintain liquidity sufficient to accommodate withdrawals. The
business in this type of banking system is less risky. The loans provided by deposit bank
are in the form of overdraft, cash-credit and/or discounting bills of exchange mostly
against deposits/security.
1.6.6 Investment banking system:
These banks are those financial institutions which provide long term finance to
business. They invest in capital market i.e. stocks & shares of different companies.
These banks act as intermediaries between savers and investors. These investment
bankers are classified into various categories, such as underwriters and retailers. An
investment banker performs highly useful services to the co-operative bodies by
supplying long term capitals. They also provide services to small investors. They
mobilize the investment through shares, stocks and mutual funds.
1.6.7

Correspondent banking system

Correspondent banks are financial institutions that provide banking or financial services
to other similar or unequal financial institutions. They are used for banking in foreign
countries as domestic banks have limited access to foreign markets and cannot reach
clients directly. They have to establish a foreign branch or enter into a correspondence
arrangement with a foreign entity. The participating banks have to comply with strict
regulation and brace for increased competition. Costs must be adequately monitored and
transaction sizes must be tailored to the growing market. Correspondent banking is
practised in over 200 countries as it is an excellent medium for cross-country banking
services. It provides measurable, predictable and growing revenues because of low
capital needs and good profit potential. The corresponding bank, therefore, involves two
banking entities: the corresponding bank and the respondent bank.
1.6.8 Mixed banking system
Mixed banking system is the combination deposit banking system and investment
banking system. Germany's banking system is the world's leading example of mixed
banking. Indeed, German banks perform a wide variety of functions that they are very
often referred to as "universal banks". Under this system, banks provide both short term
and long term loans to the industries. In India, commercial banks may also be cited as
examples of mixed banking system.
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1.7.

LET US SUM UP

Money and credit provide the pivot (axle) around which all the economic activities
revolve. Banks are reservoirs of resources for economic growth and development of the
nation. The Indian financial system is identified with two sets of institutions viz.
regulators and intermediaries. The commercial banking structure in India consists of
two major set of players scheduled commercial banks and unscheduled banks. A bank
accepts money from the people in the form of deposits. A bank should always add the
word “bank” to its name to enable people to know that it is a bank and that it is dealing
in money. The most important activity of a commercial bank is to mobilize deposits
from the public. People who have surplus income and savings find it convenient to
deposit the amounts with banks.
1.8

KEY WORDS







1.9

Merger: To submerge one’s identity with another one.
Capital: Owners’ Fund
Working Capital: Funds required for meeting day-to-day operations
Liquidity: Position of cash or cash equivalent
Loan: Borrowing or borrowed funds
Microcredit: Small loan for artisan and marginal farmer
REVIEW QUESTIONS

a) Write an essay on banking structure in India.
b) Enumerate the various types of banking systems.
c) Explain the following terms:
i)
Branch banking
ii)
Unit banking
iii)
Commercial bank
iv)
Capital formation
v)
RRB

1.10
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2.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to:
 Explain the various facets of commercial banking
 Discuss different functions of Commercial Bank
 Understand the role of Banks in economic development
 Analyse the mechanism of credit creation
2.1

INTRODUCTION

Commercial banks form a significant part of the country’s financial system.
Commercial banks are those profit seeking institutions which accept deposits from
general public and advance money to individuals like household, entrepreneurs,
businessmen etc. with the prime objective of earning profit in the form of interest,
commission etc. Further, the role of banking sector in economic development of a
nation is foremost and inseparable.
2.2 TYPES OF COMMERCIAL BANKS
Before we go into the details of the functions and role of commercial banks, it is
imperative to understand the operations of various types of commercial banking. They
are as follows:
 Retail Banking
 Wholesale Banking
 International Banking
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 Universal Banking
2.2.1 Retail Banking
Due to multiple advantages and gaining a huge customers’ base, it is adopted by
majority of commercial banks. Retail banking can be defined simply as, ‘Mass
Banking’. Under this type of banking, mostly personal needs are taken care of like
savings ,personal loans, housing, agriculture, vehicle, education and business loans
apart from debit cards, credit cards etc. It is a popular business model because of its
variety, cross selling, pricing, better risk propositions and above all profitability. With
the advent of technology, a paradigm shifts took place, which witnessed a retail
explosions. Banks started redesigning, repackaging, reengineering and reassessing their
various products and channels which lead them to become more assertive, innovative
and customers’ centric.
2.2.2 Wholesale Banking
Wholesale banking refers to the complete banking solution provided by the merchant
banks to the large corporate houses, government agencies or institutions. To avail of the
facility of wholesale banking, the companies need to possess a strong financial base and
operate on a large scale. Mostly, multinational companies are the clients of wholesale
banking. The various features of wholesale banking are large scale operations, low
operational cost and high cost of deposits. Simultaneously, the risk elements involved
are also higher. Wholesale banking is an entirely different concept and does not serve
the purpose of small businesses or individual clients. We can safely say that wholesale
banking is a suitable option for the companies which need substantial financial
assistance with quick response and also for the companies or institutions looking
forward to growth and development by availing of the opportunities provided by
wholesale banking. The greatest challenge of wholesale banking is requirement of huge
funds for deployment which leads to complications very often. Wholesale banking is a
one stop solution to all types of banking requirements of the companies with large
turnover and high net worth. The scope for wholesale banking in the Indian banking
industry is wide and bright which is flourishing rapidly with the ease of doing business
in the era of liberalisation and globalisation.
2.2.3 International Banking
According to Lewis & Davis (1987, p. 219), “international banking is a denotation of
cross-border and cross currency facets of banking business. They classify international
banking into two main activities; traditional foreign banking and euro currency banking;
where traditional banking involves transactions with non-residents in domestic currency
to allow trade finance and other international transactions, whilst Euro currency banking
involves banks participating in foreign exchange transactions with both residents and
non-residents.”
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Thus International Banking can be understood as banking transactions crossing national
boundaries. The activities involved are mostly international lending, claims of domestic
bank offices on foreign residents, claims of foreign bank offices on local residents,
claims of domestic bank offices on domestic residents in foreign currencies. These are
the major activities in International Banking.
2.2.4 Universal banking
Universal banking is nothing but a combination of commercial banking, investment
banking, development banking, insurance and many other financial activities. It is a
place where all financial products are available under one roof. So, a universal bank is a
bank which offers commercial bank functions plus other functions such as merchant
banking, mutual funds, factoring, credit cards, housing finance, auto loans, retail loans,
insurance, etc. Universal banking is generally undertaken by banks with large capital
base and wide international network. These banks provide a large chunk of finance to
companies, which enable the bankers to take part in the corporate governance of these
companies. These banks have a large network of branches all over the country and all
over the world. In India the Narsimham Committee Report and the S.H. Khan
Committee Report mentioned the importance of universal banking in 1998. Both these
reports advised the Govt.to consolidate the banking industry through mergers and
integration. The recent mergers are fallout of these reports.
The Financial Times’ glossary of terms, ft.com/lexicon, has the following definition of
universal bank:
“A universal bank is a financial service conglomerate combining retail, wholesale and
investment banking services under one roof and reaping synergies between them”. The
notion is that they would benefit from economies of scale in information technology and
access to capital to serve companies and retail customers around the world.
The operations of all these banks are regulated by the Reserve Bank of India, which is
the central bank and supreme financial authority in India. The main source of income of
a commercial bank is the difference between these two rates which they charge to
borrowers and pay to depositors.
2.3

FUNCTIONS OF COMMERCIAL BANKS

According to Section 5(b) of the Banking Regulation Act.1949, “Banking means
accepting deposit for the purpose of lending or investment of deposits of money from
the public repayable on demand or otherwise and withdrawable by cheque, draft, and
order or otherwise”.
As per Section 5(c) of the Banking Regulation Act.1949, banking company is a
company which transacts the business of banking in India. A banking company
undertakes banking related activities. The meaning and functions of banking can be
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clearly ascertained from Section 5(b) of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.In fact, bank
is a body corporate that undertakes the following activities:





Accepting deposits from public.
Lends to the borrower.
Invests the deposits so collected.
Allows withdrawals of deposits on demand.

So, the main functions of commercial banks are accepting deposits from the public and
advancing them loans. However, besides these functions there are many other functions
which these banks perform and are derived from the above mentioned functions. All
these functions can be categorized into two groups: (i) Primary functions and (ii)
Secondary functions.
Primary Functions of Commercial Banks
The following activities are considered as primary functions:
1) Accepting Deposits
2) Giving Loans
3) Investment of Funds
Let us discuss these primary functions one by one.
1. Accepting Deposits: The most important function of commercial banks is to accept
deposits from the public. Various sections of society, according to their needs and
economic conditions, deposit their savings with the banks. To suit the needs of the
customers various types of deposit products have been customised under two distinct
features: Demand deposit and Time deposit.
(A) Demand deposit: Demand deposit is that which payable by the bank on demand is
made by the depositors. It comprises Current deposit or Current Account and Savings
Deposit or Savings Account.
i) Current Account: The depositors of current deposit can withdraw and deposit
money whenever they desire. Since banks have to keep provisions of cash to meet the
demand of such depositors, current account carry no interest. On the other hand, banks
levy service charges on such accounts. Though individuals can open such accounts, it is
generally opened for business transactions by business concerns like sole proprietorship,
partnership firms, companies etc. Such deposit accounts are highly useful for traders
and big business firms because they have to make payments and accept payments many
times in a day and transactions in the account are frequent.
ii) Savings Account: Deposit in this type of account is highly popular as it is treated as
demand deposit but interest bearing. Customers enjoy the freedom of depositing and
withdrawing at their convenience and earn interest too. However, in this account the
number of transactions (withdrawals) limited to fifty in a half year and business
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transactions (as they are bulky and frequent) are not entertained. This is mostly
preferred by salary /working class people.
Small Account: Small account is also a savings account in which certain operational
concessions are given which are as follows:






No minimum balance is fixed.
The balance in such account at any point must not exceed Rs.50000/-.
The aggregate of all credits in a financial year must not exceed Rs.100000/-.
Withdrawals and transfer in a month must not exceed Rs.10000/-.
Forex transactions are not allowed.

(B) Time Deposit: Time deposits are those deposits which are payable after lapse of a
predetermined period. In other words, customers can not demand payment before the
maturity of the deposit. Under this category, two types of deposits are offered:
i) Fixed Deposit: In a fixed deposit, a lump sum is deposited in the bank for a fixed
tenure at an agreed rate of interest. At the end of the tenure, the depositor receives the
amount he has deposited plus compound interest on the deposited amount. The tenure
of fixed deposits varies from a week to one hundred twenty months. Since the deposits
are fixed for different time periods, interests at higher rates are payable depending on
the maturity periods. However in exigencies, depositors are allowed to take loan against
such deposits or pre-matured payment by paying penalty. Interest can also be paid
monthly, quarterly or half yearly as per the choice of the depositor .The basic features of
fixed deposits offered by banks are as under:
 Fixed deposit account can be opened by individuals, firms and corporate
bodies.
It can be auto renewed for the original period if no instructions are given by the
depositor.
The deposit receipts are not transferable but addition and deletion of names are
permitted.
Interest is paid at a contractual rate even if the depositor passes away before
maturity.
Fixed deposits generally carry higher rates of interest because banks can use the amount
of these deposits for a definite time period without having the fear of being withdrawn
(mostly).
ii) Recurring Deposit: It is an investment tool allows people to make regular deposits
and earn decent returns on the investment. It aims at inculcating a regular habit of
saving in people. The basic features of recurring deposits offered by banks are as
follows:
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The minimum amount to be deposited in recurring deposit schemes varies from
one bank to another.
The minimum period of a recurring deposit is six months and the maximum
period of such deposit is 10 years.
The rate of interest is higher than Savings Account.
This is preferred by people belonging to the salary class and small/petty
businessmen.
Generally, pre-matured payment with penalty is allowed by the banks in
recurring deposit schemes.

2. Giving Loans: Extending loans is the second important function of commercial
banks. Interest from the borrowers is the primary source of revenue for the banks. Since
bank is a public trust and not a private reserve, the money that banks hold belongs to the
public. As such deployment of funds or extending loans demands careful
considerations. While giving a loan, banks take certain amount of inherent risks. Even
though it cannot be made hundred per cent risk free, the risk elements can be reduced to
a great extent by following certain basic principles. Banks should assess the borrower
under three ‘Cs’-Character, Capacity and Capital. Banks should also ensure safety of the
funds, profitability of the project, risk spread, purpose of the loan, security and liquidity.
Banks give mostly secured loans for productive purposes. In other words, at the time of
advancing loans, banks demand proper security or collateral. Generally, the value of
security or collateral is at least equal to the amount of loan. This is done mainly with a
view to recovering the loan money by selling the security in the event of non-repayment
of the loan. At limes, banks give loans on the basis of personal security also. Such loans
are called unsecured loan. Banks generally give loans under two broad categories:
Demand loan and Term loan.
(A)Demand Loan: Since this type of loan is repayable on demand, it is called demand
Loan. Generally repayment period does not exist or the loan is renewable yearly
(maximum) subject to certain conditions. All types of advances against the security of
deposits, LIC policy, shares, jewellery, stock of raw materials, bills etc. fall under this
category.
(i) Cash Credit: In this type of credit scheme, banks provide loans to its customers on
the basis of bonds, inventories and other approved securities. Under this scheme, banks
enter into an agreement with its customers to which money can be withdrawn many
times within the prescribed limit and deposited any number of times just like that of a
current account. Only difference is that in current account, the customer withdraws his
own money while in cash credit account, it is bank’s money given to the customer as
loan. This kind of loan is generally taken by traders and manufacturers to meet their
working capital requirements against the security of stock or/and book debt.
(ii) Overdraft: Whenever banks accommodate a customer by allowing withdrawals
beyond the sanction limit or in excess of the deposit in current account, it is called
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overdraft. It is extended with or without security. Generally overdraft without security is
extended to reputed and credit worthy customers on their personal guarantee. It is for a
short period with high rate of interest. This type of loan is also repayable on demand.
When banks advance such loans against security, it is called secured overdraft.
(iii) Discounting of Bills: We are aware that in trading bills are raised by the suppliers
on the purchasers with or without credit period. When a supplier supplies goods or
services on credit, credit bills are raised with a specified credit period supported by bill
of exchange. To mitigate the temporary liquidity crisis of the suppliers, banks advance
against the security of such bills with a discount. It is a secured demand loan as banks
collect the full amount on maturity of the bill. This is the most prevalent practice and
important method of advancing loans to the traders for short-term purposes.
(B) Term Loan: Loans which are repayable over a period of time are called term loans.
Depending on the purpose and nature of the credit facilities, tenure of repayment varies
.The repayment period varies from one year to thirty years. Longer periods are mostly
for house building loans and project finance. Project finance, infrastructure loans,
housing loans, financing for plant and machinery, transport loan etc. are examples of
term loans. These are all security based secured loan. Sometimes, term loans are also
given for short term period. For example, low cost consumer goods or crop loans are
repayable within one year. These loans are called short term loan.
3. Investment of Funds: Apart from extending various types of loans, banks also invest
their surplus funds in Government securities and other securities. Government securities
include both central and state governments, such as treasury bills, debentures, bonds
issued by governments. Other securities include securities of state and central govt.
undertakings or associated bodies like electricity boards, housing boards, debentures of
Land Development Banks, units of UTI, shares of Regional Rural banks etc.
Secondary Functions of Commercial Banks
The secondary functions of a commercial bank are grouped under two broad categories:
 Agency Functions
 General Utility functions.
1. Agency Functions: Very often banks act as agents of their customers. Whenever
banks carry out the instructions of the customers based on their mandates/standing
instructions, banks act in the form of agents and representatives of their customers. The
important agency functions are as follows:
 Collection of instruments: Banks collect cheques, drafts, bills of exchange and
dividends of the shares for their customers and credit their accounts.
 Acceptance of bills: Banks make payment for their clients and at times accept the
bills of exchange of their customers for which payment is made at the fixed time.
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 Making various payments: Banks pay insurance premium of their customers.
Besides this, they also deposit loan instalments, income-tax, interest etc. as per the
directions of their customers.
 Purchase and sale of securities: Banks purchase and sell securities, shares and
debentures on behalf of their customers.
 Remittance: Banks arrange to transfer funds from one place to another for
convenience of their customers.
2. General utility or Miscellaneous Functions: Functions of the banks other than as
mentioned above, are called general utility or miscellaneous functions. Some of the
important general utility functions are as follows:
 Locker and Safe custody: Banks provide lockers to their customers on rent to
facilitate safe-keep their valuable assets such as gold, silver, legal documents etc.
Lockers come in different sizes and locker charges vary depending on the size of the
locker.
 Reference: Third parties like, business houses, other banks/financial institutions,
govt. authorities seek reference from Banks on credibility and solvency of people for
various purposes. Banks give such reference for their customers by charging
fees/commission.
 Data Collection: Banks collect necessary and useful statistics relating to trade and
industry and provide the same to govt. authorities.
 Foreign Trade: Banks facilitate foreign trade by providing finance to the people who
engage themselves in export and import activities .Banks also sell and purchase of
foreign currencies.
 Consultancy: Banks do undertake consultancy services of their clients relating to
investment decisions, projects as specialist on such matters by charging fees.
Underwriting: Underwriting of shares and debentures is another service undertaken
by banks to boost the capital market.
Guarantee: On behalf of their customers, to facilitate trade, banks do issue letter of
credit (L/C) and letter of guarantee (L/G) both inland and foreign.
 Acting as Trustees: Under special circumstance, banks take the liability for managing
of the properties of the customers and thereby act as trustee.
Apart from general utility services, the recent trend of banking, due to advent of modern
technology, created few customer centric services termed as, ‘Modern functions of
Commercial Banks’. The following services by the banks can be grouped under the
above mentioned category:
a) Issuance of Credit Cards, Debit Cards, Smart Cards etc.
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b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

2.4

Providing ATM services for cash withdrawals 24 hours.
Electronic Transfer of Funds vide RTGS.
D-Mat accounts for share transactions.
Providing merchant banking services.
Provision of KIOSKs to accept cash by cash deposit machines, acceptance of
cheques/drafts etc. for collection, facilitating internet services for e-transfer even
beyond banking hours.
ROLE OF BANKS IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

After liberalization, the banking sector underwent through a process of transformation.
The reform measures drastically changed the facets of banking Industry in India. Private
players entered into the fray by RBI as per the recommendations of the Narshimham
Committee. The predominance of public sector banks was thwarted with the entry of
private sector banks and new generation banks with new technology and professional
management. Banks over the years have been playing a significant role in the overall
development of an economy as they have been acting as the most important players in
both money and capital markets in the financial system. The importance of a sound
banking system for a developing country like India may be explained as follows:
1. Removing the deficiency of capital formation: Since capital is the life blood of any
business, economic development is unthinkable in its absence. So capital formation is
sine-qua-non to economic development. In fact, banks act as the catalyst to capital
formation. Capital formation can be made by mobilisation of savings which are invested
in productive sectors. Banks mobilise deposits by spreading their network as well as by
various deposit schemes with attractive rates of interest to suit the individual needs of
the depositors. Savings so accumulated are converted into capital in the financial
market. In the absence of such a mechanism, money would have remained idle.
2. Helps in generating employment opportunity: Banks help in providing financial
resources to industries. Once the problem of capital deficiency is resolved,
entrepreneurship will take shape in different sizes and fields. This would create
employment and solve unemployment problem to a great extent. This leads to revenue
generation, more savings and more investment by breaking the vicious circle of poverty.
Growth in financial sector obviously boosts manufacturing, service, agriculture and
provide solutions to disguised unemployment.
3. Financial assistance to Industries: Economic Development of a nation and
industrial development cannot be separated. India is pursuing mixed economy to
encourage both private
and public sectors. Since the large industries are mostly
patronised by the government and big industrial houses, MSME sector is in the hands of
private entrepreneurs who need financial support for long terms. Prior to liberalisation,
commercial banks were not extending finance for long terms. The scenario changed
drastically after liberalisation. IDBI was the main institution in India to promote
industries in many ways by providing term loans, purchasing/underwriting stock/bonds
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etc. Commercial banks also started financing short, medium and long term loans for
MSME with liberal terms and conditions. To facilitate an easy access to finance the
firms belonging to the MSME sector, the Government/RBI has launched Credit
Guarantee Fund Scheme to provide guarantee cover for collateral free credit facilities
extended to MSME sector up to rupees one crore. Moreover, definition of MSME has
also been redefined to widen its scope to cope the pandemic situations (COVID-19)
prevailing in the nation.
4. Promotes saving habits and thrift amongst the people: Expansion of branches of
commercial banks in the post nationalisation period in general and entry of RRBs in
particular took banks nearer to a vast majority of populace. The giant leap of financial
inclusion ensures that every major or at least every house hold has a bank account not
only to get benefits under DBT but also to develop saving habits. Banks also attract
depositors by introducing attractive deposit schemes and providing higher rates of
interest for long term deposits. Banks provide different kinds of deposit schemes like
savings account, current account, recurring deposit account, fixed deposit account, tax
savings schemes, senior citizen savings account etc. to attract all types of depositors.
This customised accounts attract customers to the bank and inculcate a sense of thrift in
them. This helps the economy directly and indirectly through capital formation.
5. Enhances standard of living: Commercial Banks provide loans to the public for
purchase of consumer durables, such as furniture, refrigerators, washing machine and
various electronics gadgets etc. Banks also extend finance for vehicles, for personal
comforts and house building loans to individuals for purchasing/construction of houses.
In this way, they also help in enhancing the standard of living of the people in
developing countries by providing loans for consumption activities which ultimately
boosts the economy.
6. Helps in implementing Monetary Policy: As the regulatory body, RBI depends
solely on commercial banks for implementing various economic policies and
programmes .RBI effectively regulates money supply through the banking sector to
control inflation. Acting as a formidable intermediary, commercial banks ensure
balanced growth of all the sectors and all the regions by channelizing and allocating
funds. Commercial banks make immense contribution towards the growth of the
economy by granting loans to priority sectors like agriculture, MSME etc. and acting as
catalyst to capital formation.
7. Financing Domestic and Foreign Trade: Commercial banks help in financing both
inland and international trades. Banks provide loans to manufacturers for producing,
retailers and wholesalers for distributing and consumers for consuming goods and
services. This is the picture of the role of banks in trade in broad sense. Banks also help
in the supply chain /logistics for smooth movement of goods from one place to another.
All types of facilities required in business, like- discounting, collecting bills, providing
overdraft facilities, issuing letters of credit, guarantees, drafts, etc. are provided by the
banks. It would not be wrong to say that international trade is just not possible without
banking support as the parties involved are not only remotely placed but also governed
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by different countries. Both importers and exporters are financed by commercial banks
as well as specialised banks like EXIM Bank of India for pre-shipment, post-shipment
etc. in each and every phase of foreign trade .This helps the nation to earn precious
foreign exchange.
8. Foreign Currency Loans: Even though 180 recognised currencies are floating
throughout the world, only few currencies are prominent or widely acceptable/traded in
International market. They are US dollar(USD$),Pound sterling(GBP (£)Euro(EUR
(€)) and Japanese yen (JPY (¥)).Foreign currency loans are required for imports which
are extended by banks. Without foreign currency loans, imports of capital goods and
essentials would be stalled and development in trade and commerce would be
jeopardised. We have to have modern technology and latest equipment’s to make
ourselves competitive in the global market. This warrants for various types of foreign
currency loans. Since expansion, renovation and modernisation of our industries are
highly required to improve the quality of our goods and services, to remain competitive,
we need to import the latest gadgets and knowhow. This necessitates loans in foreign
currency for which banks are indispensable.
9. Promotion of New Entrepreneurs: Post-liberalization India observes the growth of
banking sector as well as a new breed of entrepreneurs who think and act differently.
Advent of technology and a conducive ecosystem for industrial growth marked the
emergence of these entrepreneurs who could dreamt of giving shape to their innovative
ideas. Innovations are essential prerequisites of development. In early days new
ventures were not encouraged by financial institutions for lack of confidence and fear of
failures. The Development banks started encouraging innovative entrepreneurship by
offering easy access to credit. Lack of funds and financers were responsible for nonpromotion of entrepreneurs. Special schemes have been devised for start-ups to spread a
new industrial culture in India. The young entrepreneurs could write their own success
stories largely due to the support of Commercial banks and proactive government
policies.
10. Balanced Growth:
Balanced growth in each region, both economically and
geographically, should be the approach of every nation and our country is no exception.
This calls for a robust banking structure with large capital base to undertake the
activities required to achieve sustainable growth. Having an eye on this, the
Government has been implementing the recommendations of the Narshimham
Committee Reports in a phased manner. To create four to five large/universal banks,
consolidation process is over. Apart from merger of weak/small banks with strong/large
banks, RBI also issued license to ten business houses/corporates to operate as small
finance banks to take care of small business units, small and marginal farmers, micro
and small industries and unorganised sector entities. This would help in expanding
access to financial services in rural and semi-urban areas on one side and releasing
excess pressure on the large banks so as to enable them to engross in big ticket advances
like industrial finance. infrastructure projects (roads, dams, ports etc) based on solo as
well as PPT modes and financing foreign trade to earn precious foreign exchange .The
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major activity is to ensure providing support and capital in the activities taken up in
underdeveloped/ undeveloped regions, such as north-eastern sector of our country, by
transferring surplus capital from developed region to ensured balanced economic
growth.
12. Government Spending: Generally, commercial banks help funding government
spending by purchasing bonds/bills floated by RBI/ Department of the Treasury. Both
long and short term treasury bonds help to finance government operations, programs
and to support deficit spending.
2.5

CREDIT CREATION

One of the most vital and significant functions of a bank is the creation of credit or
money multiplier. Though RBI produces money, the supply is multiplied by commercial
banks through credit creation or money creation. The secondary deposits of commercial
banks form the basis of credit creation. What is secondary deposit of a bank? Let us first
understand this. The deposits of commercial banks are of two types: Primary and
Secondary. Primary deposits are the initial cash deposits by the public while secondary
deposits are that part of cash deposits keeping aside the mandatory reserve as specified
by the central bank which are used to create credit through loans. In fact, all the deposits
that the bank receive from public are not given as loan but a portion is retained as
statutory reserve by the bank. Credit creation by commercial banks is determined by
two factors namely (i) Primary deposits and (ii) Statutory Reserve Ratio, i.e., minimum
ratio of deposits which is statutorily compulsory for the banks to keep as cash in liquid
form. Broadly when a bank receives cash deposits from the public, it keeps a fraction of
deposits as the reserve and uses the remaining amount for giving loans. In the process of
lending money, banks are able to create credit through secondary deposits many times
more than initial deposits (primary deposits).
Process of credit creation:
Suppose a customer, say A deposits Rs.10, 000 with a bank and the reserve ratio is 10%
which means that the bank keeps only the minimum required Rs.1000 as cash reserve.
The bank can use the remaining amount of Rs.9000/- for giving loan to someone. The
bank lends Rs.9000/-, say to B, who is actually not given cash but demand deposit
account is opened in his name and the loan amount is credited to his account. This is the
first round of credit creation in the form of secondary deposit of Rs.9000/-, which
equals 90% of primary (initial) deposit. Again 10% of B’s deposit is kept by the bank as
cash reserve and the balance Rs 8100/- is advanced to, say, C. This goes on and on
thereby increasing money supply through creation of credit from secondary deposit.
The process of credit creation goes on continuously till derivative deposit /secondary
deposit becomes zero. At the end, volume of total credit created in this way becomes
multiple of initial (primary) deposit. The quantitative outcome is called money
multiplier. If created 9 times of primary (initial) deposit of Rs.10000. This is credit
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creation. In other words, we can say that short, credit creation by commercial banks is
determined by (i) the amount of initial (primary) deposit and (ii) statutory reserve. The
multiple effect is called money multiplier or credit creation. The whole process can also
be depicted symbolically as
Total Credit creation = Initial deposits x Money multiplier
Money multiplier=1/Statutory reserve ratio or SRR
Here, money multiplier is the inverse of SRR. If SRR is 10%, i.e., 10/100 or 0.1, then
money multiplier = 1/0.1 = 10.
Thus, bank is able to lend more money and charge more interest without parting with
cash because every bank loan simply creates a deposit or credit for the borrower. If the
bank succeeds in creating credit of, say, Rs.15, 00,000, it means that the bank has
created credit 10 times of the primary deposit of Rs.150, 000. This is known as credit
creation.
2.6.

LET US SUM UP

In a broad spectrum of financial system, a host of intermediaries mark their presence.
Amongst them commercial banks stand apart, by not only offering a wide array of
services but also shouldering the process of economic development to a great extent.
Though wholesale banking, international banking and universal banking play their
respective roles in the economy, retail banking is the real reason to expand the base of
commercial banking. Further as compared to retail banking, the roles of other types of
commercial banking are limited. While discharging the primary as well as secondary
functions, commercial banks touch the lives of people in all strata of the society. The
significance of commercial banks, in developing the economy of the nation through
capital formation, credit creation, priority sector lending and employment generation,
has made them catalysts of change and taken the nation from prosperity to more
prosperity.
2.7 KEY WORDS







Merger: To submerge one’s identity with another one.
Capital: Owners’ Fund
Working Capital: Funds required for meeting day-to-day operations
Liquidity: Position of cash or cash equivalent
Loan: Borrowing or borrowed funds
Microcredit: Small loan for artisan and marginal farmer

2.8 REVIEW QUESTIONS
1. Write an essay on the role of banking in economic development of India.
2. Explain, in brief, the various functions of commercial banks.
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3. Enumerate the mechanism of credit creation with an example.
4. What are the different types of commercial banking? Explain.
5. Explain the following terms with suitable examples:
a) Demand Deposit
b) Demand Loan
c) Time Deposit
d) Term Loan
e) Overdraft

2.9
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3.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to:
 Explain the objectives and structure of Central Banking.
 Discuss the different roles and functions of Reserve Bank of India.
 Understand the restrictions on Bank Lending.
 Analyse the emerging trends in Banking.

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The origins of the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) can be traced to 1926 when the Royal
Commission on Indian Currency and Finance – also known as the Hilton- Young
Commission – recommended the creation of a central bank for India to separate the
control of currency and credit from the Government and to augment banking facilities
throughout the country. The Reserve Bank of India Act of 1934 established the Reserve
Bank and set in motion a series of actions culminating in the start of operations in 1935.
Since then, the Reserve Bank's role and functions have evolved, as the nature of the
Indian economy and financial sector changed. Though started as a private shareholders'
bank, the Reserve Bank was nationalised in 1949.
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The Preamble to the Reserve Bank of India Act, 1934, under which it was constituted,
specifies its objective as “to regulate the issue of Bank notes and the keeping of reserves
with a view to securing monetary stability in India and generally to operate the currency
and credit system of the country to its advantage”. The primary role of the RBI, as the
Act suggests, is monetary stability, that is, to sustain confidence in the value of the
country's money or preserve the purchasing power of the currency. Ultimately, this
means low and stable expectations of inflation whether that inflation stems from
domestic sources or from changes in the value of the currency, from supply constraints
or demand pressures. In addition, the RBI has two other important mandates; inclusive
growth and development as well as financial stability.
3.2

OBJECTIVES OF RBI

The primary objectives of RBI can be enumerated as follows:
 To maintain monetary stability such that the business and economic life of the
country can deliver the welfare gains of a mixed economy.
 To ensure sound financial institutions through maintenance of financial stability so
as to facilitate the economic units to conduct their activities with confidence.
 To maintain a sound financial system so as to get the financial transactions
executed efficiently and safely.
 To ensure credit allocations by financial system based on national priorities.
 To regulate credit and supply of money in the economy to ensure price stability.
 To promote and develop financial markets and financial systems for effective
regulation.
3.3

ORGANISATION STRUCTURE OF RBI

The affairs of Reserve Bank of India are managed by a central board of directors. This
board is appointed by the Government of India for a span of 4 years. The Central Board
of Directors consist of:
a) One Governor and four deputy governors.
b) Ten directors from different fields and two government officials
nominated by the Central Government.
c) Four directors from four local boards (regions) i.e. Delhi, Mumbai,
Kolkata and Chennai.
3.4

ROLE AND FUNCTIONS OF RBI

Numerous activities are undertaken by RBI related to the nation’s financial sector
beyond the functions of a typical central bank. Major functions of the RBI can be
highlighted under the following broad heads:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Monetary Authority
Issuer of Currency
Banker to the Government
Lender of the last resort
Regulator of Banking System
Manager of Foreign Exchange
Maintaining Financial Stability
Supervisor and Regulator of Payment and Settlement System
Developmental Role

3.4.1. Monetary Authority
To regulate the availability, cost and use of money and credit, certain instruments are
under the control of the RBI. Use of such instruments is the exclusive domain of the
monetary authority (RBI) and refers to as monetary policy. By ensuring adequate flow
of credit to productive sectors of the economy, the goal of the policy is simply to bring
stability in inflation and promoting growth and development. RBI uses various types of
instruments, under its disposal, to achieve these objectives. These instruments are of
two types -Direct and Indirect.
(i) Direct instruments: While discussing the direct instruments, Cash Reserve Ratio
(CRR) and Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR) are to be explained.
CRR: It represents the share of a bank’s total deposit which is mandated by the RBI to
be maintained with the latter as reserves in the form of liquid cash. Under Section 42(1)
of RBI Act,1934 all scheduled banks are required to maintain with the RBI a CRR of 4
per cent (subject to change from time to time) of Net Demand and Time Liabilities
(NDTL). RBI does not pay any interest on CRR deposits. In case of default in
maintaining CRR by scheduled commercial banks, penal interest is charged by RBI.
The penalty for default below 95% of the required level is 3% for the first day and 5%
for the next day over and above the bank rate.
SLR: SLR is a minimum percentage of deposits that a commercial bank has to maintain
in the form of liquid cash, gold or other securities. It is basically the reserve requirement
that banks are expected to keep before offering credit to customers. These are not
reserved with the RBI but with banks themselves. The SLR is fixed by the RBI and the
ceiling range is 0 to 40 % of net demand and time liabilities. CRR and SLR have been
the traditional tools of the central bank's monetary policy to control credit growth, flow
of liquidity and inflation in the economy. The SLR was prescribed by Section 24 (2A)
of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949.
(ii)Indirect Instruments: While addressing the issue associated with the indirect
Instruments, (Liquidity Adjustment Facility (LAF), Marginal Standing Facility (MSF),
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Open Market Operation (OMO) and Re-purchase Option (REPO/Reverse REPO) are to
be discussed.

LAF: It is a tool in the hands of RBI used for monetary policy. This tool facilitates
banks to borrow money through repurchase agreement. Arrangement under this facility
allows banks to respond to the liquidity pressure and act to assure stability in the
financial market. Under the LAF, banks can borrow quickly to adjust their liquidity
mismatch. The mismatch may be due to the adjustment required to maintain SLR/CRR
requirements or any exigency in making huge payments by bank with no notice or short
notice. LAF is undertaken by REPO and reverse REPO operations.
MSF: MSF is a liquidity support mechanism provided by the RBI to commercial banks
if they do not have eligible securities over and above the required SLR limit. In case of
requirement of funds by the bank to maintain the SLR requirements, they can borrow
from the RBI maximum for a day (as they do not have any other eligible securities to
maintain SLR) exclusively for SLR purpose. This is opted by the banks as a last resort
since the MSF rate is higher than REPO rate. It is opted by banks when they can’t
borrow under REPO and all other options of borrowing from the market are exhausted.
MSF scheme has been operational with effect from 9th May, 2011.
OMO: To bring price stability, money supply plays a major role as it has got direct
bearing on purchasing power. Whenever, RBI wants to increase money supply in the
market, it purchases govt. securities in the open market. If situation demands to contract
the money supply in the banking system, securities are sold by the RBI. The sole
purpose of open market operation is to regulate the money market with a view to
stimulating the growth/control inflation.
REPO: Options exercised under the REPO and its reverse actions are basically
collateralized lending. This means to meet short term requirement, banks borrow from
RBI by selling securities to RBI with an agreement repurchase them at a predetermined
rate and date. The rate charged by RBI while purchasing the securities/lending money to
the banks is known as REPO. In the reverse action i.e. when banks repurchase the
securities or RBI borrows from the banks by lending securities, the rate at which RBI
borrows is known as reverse repo rate. REPO rate is always higher than reverse repo
rate. In exercising REPO operation, RBI injects funds into the economy and by reverse
repo operation it sucks funds from the economy to regulate money supply vis a vis
inflation.
In short the credit control instruments may be quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative or
traditional methods include banks rate policy, open market operations and variable
reserve ratio. Qualitative or selective methods of credit control include regulation of
margin requirement, credit rationing, regulation of consumer credit and direct action.
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3.4.2 Note Issuing Authority
RBI is empowered with the sole right to issue currencies under Section 22 of the RBI
Act,1934.This right is one of the most important and significant rights of a Central
Bank. RBI has got two departments - issue department and banking department. One
rupee note and coins are issued by the Central Government, other currency notes are
issued by the RBI. As per the extant guidelines, the denominations of currency notes
can be two rupees, five rupees, ten rupees, twenty rupees, fifty rupees, one hundred
rupees, five hundred rupees, one thousand rupees, five thousand rupees and ten
thousand rupees .It can be of any denomination but not exceeding ten thousand rupees.
The issue department is entrusted with the job of issuing/printing notes. Currency notes
are issued based on the principle of minimum reserve system since 1957.Under this
system, the RBI is required to maintain gold and foreign exchange reserves of at least
200 crores of which 115 crores worth of gold should be there. There is no maximum
limit of issuance of notes by the RBI. The bank notes that are issued by the RBI are
exempted from payment of stamp duty. Notes are printed at four printing presses
located at Nashik, Dewas, Mysore and Salboni. Coins are minted at the four mints at
Mumbai, Noida, Kolkata and Hyderabad. According to Section 25 of the RBI Act, the
design, form and materials of bank notes are approved by the Central Government based
on the recommendations of Central Board of RBI.
3.4.3 Banker to the Government
As the Central Bank of India, RBI acts as the banker to central and state governments.
Like individuals, banking needs of the governments are catered to by the RBI. Section
20 of the RBI Act, 1934, imposes on the bank obligation/duty to transact all govt.
business including public debt of the union. Accordingly, union govt. entrusts the RBI,
all of its money, remittances, exchange and banking transactions. It also advises the
Govt. on all matters pertaining to economic and financial issues of national importance.
The following aspects are also taken care of by the RBI:
 The RBI receives and makes payments on behalf of the government.
 The RBI carries out government exchange remittances and other banking
operations.
 The RBI helps the government — both the Union and the states to float new loans
and to manage public debt.
 It makes Ways and Means Advances (WMA) to the governments for 90 days.
 It makes loans and advances to the states and local authorities.
 The RBI engages itself in managing cash reserves through 4000 plus currency
chests across the country.
From the above, it is clear that RBI serves as an agent and adviser to the Government.
3.4.4 Lender of the last resort
In certain situations, even the commercial banks face liquidity crisis. Mostly the
situations are: heavy withdrawal without intimation, interbank commitments, huge
adverse clearing, and failure to maintain statutory reserves with the Central Bank. Under
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these circumstances, the RBI as lender of the last resort comes to rescue the banks. All
the commercial banks maintain their current accounts with RBI to park their funds as
per the statutory balance requirements .Interbank transactions due to clearing or transfer
payments are managed through these accounts. The RBI grants temporary
overdraft/loans in the above situations or accommodates the banks to overcome the
temporary crisis through bills rediscounting. This act of RBI is highly important and
special to its position otherwise goodwill of the banks will be at stake and banks may
fail which would adversely affect the financial market.
3.4.5. Regulator and Supervisor of Financial System
The RBI has a crucial role and higher responsibility to play in ensuring the safety and
soundness of the banking system in general and in maintaining financial stability and
public confidence in the system in particular. As the regulator and supervisor to the
financial system, the RBI protects the interests of depositors, provides an efficient
framework for orderly development and smooth conduct of banking operations. This
must be ensured with an eye on protecting consumer’s interest and overall financial
stability through corrective and preventive measures if required.
The following institutions carry out their functions under the purview of the RBI:
i) Commercial Banks including Development FIs.
ii) Urban Co-operative Banks
iii) Regional Rural Banks
iv) Dist. Central Cooperative Banks
v) Non-Banking Financial Companies
As a regulator, the RBI performs the following functions:
i) Granting license
ii) Prescribing capital requirements
iii) Ensuring solvency and liquidity of the banks
iv) Regulating interest rates
v) Setting norms relating to prudential guidelines and assets classifications.
vi) Sets measures for exposure limits etc.
The RBI has to use various supervisory tools to ensure adherence of the above
mentioned measures like:
a) On-site inspections
b) Off-site surveillance
c) Reports and scrutiny
d) Corporate Governance
3.4.6. Manager of Foreign Exchange
RBI, as the manager of Foreign Exchange, oversees Foreign Exchange Management
Act (FEMA) so as to facilitate external trade and developing foreign exchange market
in India. As per Section 10, the FEMA, 1999 .RBI is the sole authority to appoint
authorised person /authorised dealer or money changer to handle transactions related to
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foreign exchange. In other words, FEMA envisages that RBI shall have the controlling
role in management of foreign exchange. Since RBI cannot directly handle foreign
exchange, it appoints authorised person to deal in foreign exchange as per its (RBI)
direction. From this, we can say that it is a greater responsibility entrusted to authorised
persons who are the immediate and necessary counterparts to the participants of foreign
exchange transactions. RBI also issues license to designated banks to function as
authorised dealer in foreign exchange and to full-fledged money changers. Apart from
the overall supervision and control of foreign exchange business, the RBI also looks
after holding and movement of foreign currencies. The RBI has the responsibility of
administering the exchange controls of the country and to maintain the official rate of
exchange.
3.4.7. Regulator and Supervisor of Payment and Settlement System
Payment and settlement systems are the backbone of any economy. The last decade has
witnessed significant developments in this area of activity across the country. The
Payment and Settlement Systems Act, 2007, gives the RBI overall authority to regulate
and supervise the systems. An efficient payment and settlement system is a pre-requisite
to address the systemic risks in banking system. Apart from transfer of funds vide
negotiable instruments, most of the transfers of payments are carried out on the secured
platforms based on modern technology. In this direction RBI has endeavoured to ensure
that India has ‘state-of-the-art’ payment and settlement systems which are not only safe
and secured but also efficient, fast and affordable. Growth in electronic payments has
been substantial with retail payments reflecting large growth in volume terms while the
Systemically Important Financial Market Infrastructures (SIFMIs), such as the Real
Time Gross Settlement (RTGS) system and Financial Markets Clearing through
Clearing Corporation of India Ltd. (CCIL), dominate in value terms.
The RBI envisaged building of ‘best- in-class’ payment and settlement systems for a
‘less-cash’ India in its Payment Systems Vision 2018 .It planned to realise it through
the four strategic pillars :responsive regulation, robust infrastructure, effective
supervision and customer centricity. While reviewing the Vision 2018, it is observed
that it has facilitated:
a) reduction in the share of paper- based clearing instruments,
b) increase in individual segments of retail electronic payment systems such as the
National Electronic Funds Transfer (NEFT), Immediate Payment Service
(IMPS) and card transactions,
c) growth in registered customers for mobile banking(M-BANKING)
d) introduction of new products like Unified Payments Interface (UPI) and Bharat
QR (BQR) ,
e) Accelerated use of AADHAAR in payment systems.
The Payment Systems Vision 2021 of the RBI recognises the need for continued
emphasis on innovation, cyber security, financial inclusion, customer protection and
competition.
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3.4.8. Maintaining Financial Stability
Financial stability can be defined as a situation in which the financial sector provides
critical services to the real economy without any discontinuity. We can call the financial
system stable, when financial institutions both individually and collectively are able to
deliver their functions properly absorbing external shocks and devoid of internal
weaknesses. In the ‘India Financial Stability Report’ published by the RBI in July,
2021, It is mentioned that, “all broad categories of risks to the financial system - global,
macroeconomic, financial market, institutional and general - were perceived as
‘medium’ by the respondents. Within the above categories, commodity price risk,
domestic growth and inflation, fiscal deficit, corporate vulnerabilities, equity price
volatility, banks’ asset quality and capital requirement, credit growth and cyber risk
were rated as ‘high’.”
While the RBI is striving hard to mitigate these risks, which is of prime importance at
this juncture-the words of the present governor of RBI reflects the situations and RBI’s
endeavours. In January, 2021, Mr.Shaktikanta Das, Governor, RBI said that India's
financial system faces both challenging times and new opportunities as the Indian
economy returns to full vitality. New vistas of financial intermediation leveraging on
technology and new business models will emerge. With the exponential growth of
digitisation and online commerce in India, the RBI has also directed its policy efforts to
put in place a state of the art national payments infrastructure, while ensuring a safe,
secured, efficient, cost-effective and robust payment ecosystem. He further stated, “The
Reserve Bank is positioning itself to provide an enabling environment in which
regulated entities are catalysed to exploit these new avenues, while maintaining and
preserving financial stability. The regulated entities, on their part, need to strengthen
their internal defences to identify emerging risks early and manage them effectively.
Financial stability is a public good and its resilience and robustness needs to be
preserved and nurtured by all stakeholders”.
3.4.9. Developmental Role
With economic growth assuming a new urgency since independence, the range of the
Reserve Bank’s functions has steadily widened. The Bank now performs a variety of
developmental and promotional functions, which, at one time, were regarded as outside
the normal scope of central banking. Along with the routine traditional functions,
central banks especially in the developing country like India have to perform numerous
functions. Some of the major development functions of the RBI are given below:
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a) Development of the Financial System comprises the financial institutions,
financial markets and financial instruments.
b) Development of Agriculture was much needed in an agrarian economy like
ours. To increasing the flow of credit to this sector, the RBI was instrumental in
building ARDC, NABARD and RRBs.
c) Rapid industrial growth is the key to faster economic development. In this
regard the RBI has always been instrumental in setting up special financial
institutions such as ICICI Ltd. IDBI, SIDBI and EXIM BANK etc.
d) Provisions of Training made by the RBI through NIBM, Bankers Staff College
and College of Agriculture Banking are few to mention.
e) Collection of Data is made by the RBI on several topics, which are useful for
researchers and policy makers.
f) Publication of the Reports relating to various sectors of economy are a regular
feature with RBI for public.
g) Promotion of Banking Habits among the people is another significant
promotional venture with RBI. Encouraging efficient customer service
throughout the banking industry, extension of banking service to all through the
thrust on financial inclusion are only few to quote.
h) Promotion of Export is facilitated by setting of institutions like Export Import
bank (EXIM) and Export Credit Guarantee Corporation of India (ECGC).

3.5

REGULATORY RESTRICTIONS ON LENDING

In an attempt to control and guide the scheduled commercial banks the issues associated
with loans and advances, the RBI puts few statutory and other conditions which are to
be strictly followed by the SCB while lending activities are undertaken. These are:
a) Banks are forbidden to advance against their own shares.
b) There should be some restrictions on loans granted to the Directors.
c) Banks should not provide loans to the companies to buy back of shares and
securities.
d) There should be some restrictions on granting loans to the relatives of Directors,
senior officers of the bank.
e) No loan should be granted against the security of other bank’s FDRs.
f) While granting loans against Certificate of Deposit, guidelines of SEBI must be
followed.
g) No bank should grant loan for subscription to Indian Depository Receipts
(IDRs).
h) No additional facility should be allowed to any listed defaulters of Bank Loan.
3.6

EMERGING TRENDS IN BANKING
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A vibrant economy cannot be conceived without a robust banking sector. Banking
Industry is the backbone of any progressive economy. In an era of technological
advancement, only change is constant and any entity, be it an individual, company or a
nation, which fails to cope with the changes remains behind and undeveloped.
Technological advancement is the single most important factor that has affected the
banking and financial sectors to a great extent. It would not be wrong to say that
technology has revolutionised banking sector. Of course the contributions of regulatory
reforms, govt. patronage and customers’ expectations/cooperation cannot be side lined.
The popular emerging trends are discussed as follows:
1. Fintech Companies: The coalition of innovative technologies and the financial
sector has changed the traditional systems of money management and
banking. .Financial technology or as it is popularly known as “Fintech” has grown
rapidly. Fintech, which originally referred to computer technology applied to the back
office of banks or trading firms, now describes a series of technological interventions
into personal and commercial finance. This collaboration is here to stay and expected to
create a massive shift with emerging trends in financial services. In the past, banks
considered fintech firms to be a disruptive force. However, as trends in the financial
services sector in India have shifted, FinTech has become a significant part of the
sector. The industry has emerged as a major component of the ecosystem.
2. Digitization: Digitization is the conversion of data into a digital format with the
adoption of technology. Banking sector is the first service sector that witnessed the
storm of digitisation, which turned the concept of banking service in India upside down.
It started in 1980 with introduction of IT in banking in a modest scale to ease customer
service and book-keeping. It was only in 1990s that the transformation begins when
Core Banking Solution was adopted and benefits of digitisation were mostly realised
through enhanced customer service. Adoption of digitisation enables the banks to
reduce human error and cost, to increase customer base and to afford paperless
transactions. Round the clock access to banks due to online banking, cash less
transactions and fastest transfer of funds vide NEFT (National Electronic Funds
Transfer), RTGS (Real Time Gross Settlement), IMPS (Immediate Payment Service),
Online Banking, Telebanking etc. are possible only because of digitisation. Embracing
digitisation has made “anywhere any time banking” a reality.
3. Mobile Banking: Mobile banking has become one of the most dominant trends in
banking system. The name suggests that when banking activities are performed using a
smart phone, we call it mobile banking .It facilitates banking activities without visiting
the branch. Prior to the introduction and implementation of mobile web services in
1999, mobile banking was provided primarily through text messaging or SMS services,
known as SMS banking. European banks were at the frontier of the provision of mobile
banking services, using the mobile web via WAP support. Prior to 2010, SMS banking
and mobile web were the popular products of mobile banking. As smartphones with OIS
or Android operating systems were developed, mobile banking applications (apps)
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began to evolve. Customers were able to download banking applications to their smart
phones with more sophisticated interfaces and enhanced transactional capabilities.
Now a days, mobile banking facilitates financial institutions to make use of both SMS
and mobile applications to keep their customers informed of their transactions in their
accounts or to send out alerts regarding potential fraud and/or updates of maintenance,
nearby ATMs, introduction of new products, investment related details and host of other
information pertaining to the accounts of the customers to earn their loyalty. In the
coming days, it is expected that mobile banking would emerge with advanced features
and become more efficient.
4. Unified Payments Interface (UPI): It is a payment model/gateway developed by the
National Payments Corporation of India and governed by the RBI. The unified payments
interface or the UPI is an interface via which you can transfer money between bank accounts
across a single window by using a smart phone. . This enables the customer to send or receive
money or scan a quick response (QR) code to pay an individual, a merchant or a service
provider to purchase, pay bills or authorise payments.
At present there are 47 PSP (Payment Service Provider) .PSP means the banks having
their own apps. Out of 235 participating banks/financial institutions, there are 188 lone
issuers meaning they do not have their own app. As such, account holders of these
Banks can use UPI through the app of any other bank (PSP). Apart from the 235 issuers,
19 third party apps are registered with NPCI like mobikwik, Google Pay etc. For greater
social and financial inclusion, keeping in view the financial condition and literacy rate of our
country, the NPCI has facilitated payments supporting those who do not have smartphones with
the Bharat Interface for Money, popularly known as BHIM app, which is AADHAAR based.
Difference is, the transaction limit under BHIM with aadhaar pay features is Rs.10000/- where
as it is one lakh in others.
5. Block chain: Block chain is the latest buzzword and whiz kid of a new technical
innovation. It is a new way to share information including accounts and payment
information across the globe without the fear of hacking. Principles of cryptography,
data structures and computer science, are the building blocks of the said technological
innovation. Developed in 2009, basically for safe and secure payments and accounting
of bitcoin, without any institutional / govt. involvement. However, it should not be
confused with bitcoin though it is the core component of crypto currency. Technology is
used for creation of blocks/information to process, verify and record the transactions,
without the ability for modifications. Block chain is also known as “Distributed Ledger
Technology”.
”India Chain” is going to be the indigenous block chain network developed by NITI
Aayog. It is expected that it would create a secured database with least human
intervention, fastest transaction process and enhanced transparency. Due to its robust
technological features, Block chain technology is a force to be reckoned with and poised
to be the future of global banking and financial services.
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6. Artificial Intelligence: Artificial intelligence is a simulation of reasoning and
application of stored information -like human intelligence. It involves collection of
information, collection of rules for use of such information, understanding of
instructions for command by data entry, human voice, human gestures, non-voice
signals, optical vision etc. By logical use of all these, Artificial Intelligence should
cause initiations and/or executions of certain action similar to that of human beings.
Humanly difficult/arduous jobs like mining, firefighting etc. and jobs requiring high
precision like surgery, aviation etc. are performed with the help of Robotics-which is a
distinct feature of AI. Various private and nationalized banks in India have started
adopting chatbots or Artificial intelligence robots for assisting with customer support
services. It is anticipated that banks and financial institutions will adopt a higher level of
AI for digital wallets, interactive voice response systems (IVR), personalized financial
advice, etc. AI is gaining popularity every day and banks are exploring and
implementing this technology to transform the way clients are assisted. The future of
artificial intelligence in the banking sector looks very promising.
7. Digital-Only Banks: When bank provides banking services exclusively through
digital platforms, such as mobile, tablets, and the Internet, it is known as digital only
bank. Basic banking services are offered, with the help of electronic documentation in
the most simplified manner. Payments banks are permitted by the RBI to offer
basic banking services digitally, are permitted to accept small deposits, with a maximum
limit of rupees one lakh. Credit products are not permitted. The RBI currently does not
allow a fully digital bank. As such digital banking model is formed, known as neo-bank,
as a partnership between a licensed bank and a non-banking company. However, neobanks are yet to be given license by RBI to operate as virtual banks.
Despite the above, the present pandemic scenario reaffirms that Digital Only bank is the
future banking. This faith is gaining ground as more than two third of existing
customers tilted towards virtual banking in a recent survey. Presently most of the banks
have started offering account opening services digitally while new generation private
banks have started offering many products. Since the operating models offered by these
banks are cost effective, customer attraction is more.
8. Cloud Banking: Cloud banking refers to using the cloud technology to store and
access data. The cloud has proven to be a superior technology in handling data,
especially in providing agility, scalability and security to banks. Since storing and
updating of information would be easier with the help of Cloud computing, banks need
not have to invest in expensive hardware and software. This supports a faster and more
efficient response to the needs of banking customers. Since the cloud is available ondemand, less infrastructure investments are required, saving initial set-up time. Cloud
computing also allows new product development to move forward without capital
investment. By using cloud, banks, like any other business would be benefitted due to
the following advantages of cloud technology.
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a) Enhanced security
b) Reduced infrastructure
c) Reduced maintenance cost
d) Increase in business
e) Agility evolve as business needs change
Cloud computing provides business with affordable flexibility that on-site systems
simply cannot match.
9. Biometrics: Biometric data are biological measurements or physical attributes that
can be used to identify individuals. For example, fingerprint mapping, facial
recognition, and retina scans are all forms of biometric technology. Biometric
identification is a growing part of our day-to-day security. The physical features are
relatively fixed and individualized even in the case of twins. Biometric scanners used to
capture biometric characteristics for authentication. In other words, the body's physical
characteristics become the "key" for unblocking access. As the chances of the
biometrics cannot be lost, forgotten or stolen, biometrics are largely used for
authentication. Biometrics are used in financial services, mostly for ID verification to
strengthen security. This includes biometric payment cards , transaction processing and
other payment technologies. Mobile wallet applications, on boarding and regulatory
checks have already adopted biometric data. Voice recognition has already been
implemented by Citibank and to verify customers' identities, Halifax, a British bank, is
testing devices that would monitor heartbeats for authentication purpose.
10. Wearables: Most Common example of wearable technology includes Smart
jewellery, such as rings, wristbands, watches, which are body-mounted sensors that
monitor and transmit biological data for healthcare purposes. Fitness trackers, often in
the form of wristbands or straps, monitor things like pulse rate, BP, walking /jogging
steps etc. This technology also adapted for banking convenience.
Wearable banking includes payment transactions carried out through wearable devices
integrated with wireless technologies such as Near-field communication (NFC) and
radio-frequency identification (RFID). Wearable payment devices not only offer
customers a convenient and contactless mode of payment but also ensure safety and
hygiene, especially after the outbreak of COVID-19. Hence, this technology should be
the future trend of retail banking by providing the major banking services with a simple
click on a user-friendly interface on their portable devices.
These are just a few of the recent trends in India's banking and financial sector and all
these new technologies should redefine the banking sector. The future will bring about a
kind of revolution with historical shifts in traditional models.

3.7 LET US SUM UP
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Reserve Bank of India, as the central Bank of India, has two distinct functions:
Monetary control and Bank supervision. RBI ensures that the health of the financial
system is not affected adversely. This is ensured by both onsite and off-site
surveillances. The major monetary control measures are SLR, CRR, and Bank Rate
and Repo rates. The banker’s bank, RBI acts as the lender of last resort to ensure
efficient payment and settlement system. The RBI Act, 1934 and Banking Regulation
Act, 1949 come in handy to perform the regulatory functions by RBI. The RBI acts as
advisor to the Govt. on various economic and financial issues. It is also the
responsibility of the RBI to ensure that the market does not face liquidity crisis and
policies on foreign trade favours balance of payment. The advent of technology has
made banking highly customer centric. Now banking moves in the customer’s pocket
(m-banking) and even wearable (smart watch).It appears that virtual banking would be
the order of coming age.
3.8

KEY WORDS
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SLR: Statutory Liquidity Ratio
CRR: Cash Reserve Ratio
REPO: Repurchase Option
MSF: Marginal Standing Facility
NBFC: Non-Banking Financial Companies
REVIEW QUESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Briefly Explain the Role of RBI.
Explain the mechanism of REPO and reverse REPO.
What is Open Market Operation? State its objectives.
Write an essay on “Emerging Trends in Banking”.
How does RBI regulate commercial banks?
Write notes on:
a) SLR
b) CRR
c) Bank Rate
d) Regulatory Restrictions
e) Issuer of Currency
f) Fintech Company
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UNIT 4

TYPES OF CUSTOMERS AND ACCOUNT OPENING
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4.0

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

After studying this unit, you will be able to:




4.1

Explain the various types of customers
Discuss the precautions to be taken by bankers while opening bank accounts
Understand Special types of Customers
Learn the documents required to be taken at the time of opening bank accounts
INTRODUCTION

In banking, customer is the fulcrum. Though there is no statutory definition of the term
‘customer’, legal decisions on the matter throw some light on its meaning. According to
Dr.Hart, “a customer is one who has an account with a banker or for whom a banker
habitually undertakes to act as such.” For the purpose of KYC policy a 'customer" may
be defined as a person or an entity that maintains an account and/or has a business
relationship with the bank; one on whose behalf the account is maintained (i.e. the
beneficial owner).
From the above, one can construe that to be a customer of a bank one must have an
account with the bank irrespective of debit or credit.
As per Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of
security Interest Act (SARFAESI), 2002 a customer is defined as “a person who is
maintaining an account in his own name or in whose name the deposits are maintained”.
Having understood the meaning of bank and that of a customer, we could come to know
that to be a customer of a bank, account relationship is a must. The relationship we are
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going to talk about is essentially transaction based as well as trust based. Relationship
between the banker and customer can be determined based on the nature and type of
transactions they have entered in to.
4.2

BANKER-CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP

Keeping variety of transactions and accounts of customers in view, Banker-Customer
relationships can be broadly classified into two categories - General relationship and
Special relationship. Let us discuss these two one by one.
4.2.1 General Relationship
General relationships are based on the primary functions of the bank. As per the
statutory definition of bank, accepting deposit for the purpose of lending is the primary
function(s) of the bank. This may be bifurcated into Accepting deposits and lending the
deposits. It leads to two types of general relationships – (i) Debtor and Creditor and (ii)
Creditor and Debtor. In the former, the customer is the depositor and in the latter, the
customer is a borrower.
4.2.2 Special Relationship
Apart from the general relationship is very common and has been discussed above, there
are few other relationships known as special relationships. These special relationships
emanate from certain special types of transactions between a bank and its customers.
4.3

TYPES OF CUSTOMERS

As there are several types of banker-customer relationships, there are many types of
customers. All these customers may be categorised as Individual and Non -Individual.
Under both the categories, some customers are categorised as Special types of
Customers. Let us discuss the types of customers and procedure of opening their
accounts.
As there are various types of individuals, we can classify them as follows:
4.3.1 Literate Person
Anybody, who can read, write and understand how to protect himself or herself /his or
her interest is called a literate person. For literate person no bar is there in opening any
type of bank account. Most of the banks have devised their own standardised Account
Opening Form (AOF) with a view to obtaining all relevant information so as to comply
KYC norms. Compliance of KYC (know your Customer) norms is a must for account
opening under the Prevention of Money Laundering Act, 2002. Under the said act,
customers have to submit documents supporting his identity as well as proof of
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residence. Such documents must be in conformity with Officially Valid Document
(OVD).The specimen signature slip and the account opening form must be signed in
person under the supervision of a responsible bank official.

(i) Accounts of Single Individual: Whenever an account is opened by an individual in
his/her own name and in his / her personal capacity, is called a personal account. In
most of the cases, this type of account is operated by the account holder himself or
herself. However, the account holder has the option to get his / her account operated by
an authorised person or AP. Such authorisation may be made either by a mandate or a
power of attorney.
(ii) Joint Accounts of Individuals: When an account is opened in the names of more
than one individual to avoid legal complications upon death of one of the joint account
holders and/or for convenience of operation, it is called a joint account. As joint
accounts are neither impersonal, partnership nor trust accounts, it is essential to obtain
clear instructions regarding the mode of operations and repayment of the amount in the
event of death of one or more joint account holder(s).The following are the various
types of operational instructions in joint accounts:
(a) Jointly or Survivor
(b) Either or Survivor
(c) Former or Survivor
(d) Anyone or Survivor
In all the above types of instructions, except ‘Former or Survivor’, all the account
holders have to sign the instructions regarding addition or deletion of any name in the
account, material alterations in the cheque, change in operational instructions, mandate,
standing instructions and power of attorney, closer of the account etc. In the case of
joint accounts to be operated by ‘Former or Survivor’, the survivor has no rights what so
ever so long as the former is alive.
4.3.2 Illiterate Person
A person, who does not know how to read and write is called an illiterate. Such persons
cannot protect their interest and as they are easily cheated or taken for a ride, banks take
extra precautions to protect their interest while opening accounts of illiterate persons.
The following precautions must be taken while opening/conducting illiterate accounts:
A male illiterate should put left hand thumb Impression and female the right hand
thumb impression in presence of an official and one independent witness, acceptable to
the bank.
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The illiterate customer must bring his passbook for withdrawals, from which his
photograph would be verified apart from thumb impression before making payments
.All payments to illiterate customers must be witnessed invariably.
Illiterate customers must be explained all the terms and conditions at the time of
opening of the account in presence of an independent witness. A certificate in this
regard is given by the manager.- Seldom a current account is allowed to be opened in
the case of illiterate customers and cheque book issued. If at all issuance of cheques
become essential, they are to be issued only after being crossed.
ATM cards may not be issued if the illiterate a/c holder does not insist since possibility
of misuse cannot be ruled out.
4.3.3 Blind Customer
A blind person may or may not be literate .Legally there is no bar for blind persons to
open accounts with any bank as they are competent to contract. While opening their
accounts
banks take extra precautions in general and blind illiterate persons in
particular as they cannot see as well as read and write.
In case of blind persons all the terms and conditions of KYC norms are adhered to very
strictly. Besides obtaining thumb impression or signatures of such persons in the
account opening form and on the specimen signature slips the words BLIND PERSON
are written very boldly.
In case of literate blinds, crossed cheques can be issued provided the customer is able to
sign consistently. The receipts and payments of such customers are made in presence of
independent witness whose signatures are also obtained on the cheques /withdrawal
slips of such customers.
4.3.4 Minor Customers
Section 3 of Indian Majority Act, 1875 defines minor as a person who has not
completed 18 years of age. Again Section 11 of Indian Contract Act, 1872 states that a
minor cannot enter into a valid contract and contract with a minor is not only invalid
but also void-ab-initio i.e., void from the very beginning.
However, Section 26 of Negotiable Instrument Act, 1881 provides that a minor can
draw, endorse, deliver and negotiate a promissory note, bill of exchange or cheque so as
to bind all the parties except himself.
However, a contract on behalf of a minor can be, entered into by his/her guardian.
The Guardian to a minor can be:
1. Natural Guardian.
2. Legal Guardian.
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3. Testamentary Guardian.
(i)Hindu Minor: According to Section 6 of the Minority and Guardianship Act, 1956 in
case of a minor boy or unmarried girl, the father and after the father’s death, the mother
shall be the guardian of both (minor boy and unmarried girl). In case both the parents
die, a minor can be represented only by a legal guardian. Step father/step mother
cannot act as natural guardian.
(II) Muslim Minor: Father is the natural guardian, in case of Muslim minors.
If father dies then:
 Executor appointed by father’s will. In the absence of such will it then goes to,
 Paternal grandfather and then executor appointed by the will made by father’s
father, and
 In the absence of all the above, it goes to legal guardian. Muslim Mothers can
act as guardian only when she is appointed by a court or by a will.
(III) Christians Minors and Minors of Other Religions: In the case of Christian
minors, father is treated as natural guardian. After the death of father, mother becomes
natural guardian. Legal guardian steps in when both the parents are dead. This is also
applicable to other religions (other than Muslims).
(IV) Legal Guardian: When a court appoints a guardian in the absence of natural or
testamentary guardians, he/she is called legal guardian. In India a legal guardian is
appointed as per the provisions of Guardian and Wards Act, 1890. As such a legal
guardian is someone to whom the law has given all the duties, rights, responsibilities
and powers to up-bring the child as well as to protect his/her interest just as a parent is
expected to exercise.
(V) Testamentary Guardian: A testamentary Guardian is one, who is appointed by
the parent during their life time through a will or a deed to take care of the child and the
property that the child inherits in the event of their death. However, a testamentary
guardian must be at least 20 to act as testamentary guardian (when the parents die). In
view of above, a guardian appointed by the will of minor’s father/mother is called
testamentary guardian. Such guardian can act only after the death of the father and
mother of the minor child.
To sum up we may say that ‘Guardian’ means a person who takes care of a minor
person or of his property or of both.
As such adequate precautions must be taken while opening the bank accounts of minors.
Minors above 10 years old may be allowed to conduct the accounts independently if he
can read and write. However, current accounts are not allowed and issue of cheque
books is restricted.
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4.3.5 Lunatics
A lunatic or an insane person is one who is not capable to understand his interests and
irrational at judgement on account of his mental derangement. Since he fails to
understand what is right and what is wrong, it is possible that he may be exploited. As
such, Indian Contract Act states that a lunatic is not competent to contract and if he
enters into any, it becomes voidable at the option of the lunatic. Due to this clause,
bankers should not open an account for a person who is a lunatic. By getting to know a
client's insanity, the banker should stop all transactions in his/her account and wait for a
court order. The banker must insist on certificates regarding mental soundness from two
medical officers in case a person suffers from a temporary mental disorder.
4.3.6 Drunkards
The law is quite considerable for a person who is drunk. A lawful contract with a
drunkard is invalid as under the impact of alcoholic drinks, the person gets intoxicated
and loses the balance over his cognitive faculty which leads to his becoming incapable
of rational judgement. A banker has to be very careful in dealing with such
customers. Opening and Conduct of accounts are not allowed when somebody is found
intoxicated. Under compelling circumstances, all sorts of transactions with such
customers must be done under witnessing.
4.3.7 Married Women
There is no bar in opening accounts in the name of married women as she is legally
competent to contract and gives a valid discharge to the instruments she writes. While
doing so, the bank officials should ensure to record the details of her husbandparticularly occupation apart from the lady’s employment details, if any. If any woman
customer requests the bank official to change her maiden name to married name, the
bank can entertain her request only after getting a declaration or marriage certificate to
the satisfaction of the bank. If the woman in question is unmarried then details of her
father and employer are to be recorded.
4.3.8 Purdah Nashin Lady
When opening an account of a purdah lady (purdah nashin), the bank obtains her
signature on the account opening form duly attested by a responsible person known to
the bank. Withdrawals should also be certified in the same manner. Due to such
practical difficulties, it is advisable to avoid opening accounts in the name of purdah
Nashin ladies.
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4.3.9 Insolvents
A person is insolvent when his total liabilities exceed his/her total assets. Inability to
pay debt is only evidence of insolvency. A person who has insufficient assets to
discharge his/her liabilities, although satisfying the test of insolvency, is not treated as
insolvent for legal purposes unless his/her estate has been sequestrated by an order of
the court. A sequestration order is a formal declaration by the High Court that he/she is
insolvent. The order is granted either when he/she voluntarily surrenders their estate or
where one or more of his/her creditors apply for compulsory sequestration. When a
customer of a bank is declared insolvent, his account is made inoperative as the cheques
issued by him will not be honoured by the bank and the balance in the account would be
transferred to the official receiver. In such a situation, the Bank should exercise caution.
4.3.10

Hindu Undivided Family (HUF)

Hindu Undivided Family (HUF) otherwise known as ‘Joint Hindu Family’ is based
on ancestral estates and its common possession/ ownership. According to Hindu
laws, the Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists & Jains can form HUF. The law governing the
Hindu Indian family is codified in the Hindu Code and now succession among Hindus
is governed by the Hindu Succession Act, 1956.This act was amended in 2005 under
which all major members of the family acquired rights over the family property by
virtue of their birth in the family. They are known as coparceners and the senior most
member is designated as KARTA. Till the amendment only the senior male member
used to be the Karta but this amendment provides equal rights to both male and female.
While opening bank account, the following aspects are to be taken care of:
 HUF is not treated as a juridical person and cannot be a partner in a firm in
accordance with the 1998 Supreme Court ruling.
 Karta has full authority in borrowing against ancestral property.
 While Karta’s liability is unlimited, that of coparceners is limited.
 Karta is the face of HUF and executes all documents for HUF.
 It is advisable to obtain the signatures of all major coparceners as guarantors in
loan documents of HUF.
 all other documents executed by KARTA including AOF should contain details
of all coparceners irrespective of gender and age.
 HUF got separate PAN no. having no relevance to Karta’s individual PAN.As
such in the event of death of Karta, the PAN number continues while the
deceased Karta’s name is replaced.
4.3.11 Sole Proprietorship Concern
Sole proprietorship business is the most common and popular form of business. It is
owned and mostly managed by an individual. Before the eyes of law, there is no
difference between the proprietor and the business. Virtually it is an individual account
operated in the name of a business. It is necessary to obtain a letter of ownership in
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Banks preformat and proof of proprietorship at the time of opening the account. The
proprietor’s liability is unlimited. Hence, the creditors of the firm have remedy against
the personal assets of the proprietor. If the proprietor so desires, the account may be
operated by an authorised person through execution of a mandate or power of attorney.
4.3.12 Partnership Firm
According to Section 4 of the Indian Partnership Act, 1932, the term ‘Partnership’ is
defined as the relationship between persons agreed to share profits of a business carried
on by all or any one of them acting for all. Prior to ICA-2013,the minimum number of
members in partnership was 2 and the maximum number was 20 for others while for
banking business it was 10.However,Indian Companies Act, 2013 amended it and made
the maximum to 100.Unlike a company, partnership does not enjoy a distinct legal
entity status. Liability of partners is unlimited. Though a minor can be admitted to the
benefits of a partnership firm, his liability is limited and wont share loss. The account
may be operated by any partner as per instruction to the banker but the AOF must be
signed by all the partners. In the event of dissolution of partnership due to death,
retirement, admission, lunacy or insolvency of any partner, a new account is to be
opened and operations in the old account are to be stopped till settlement of dues of the
outgoing partner. Even though registration of partnership firm is optional, bank should
insist on registration and verified copy of regd. partnership deed.
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP): A limited liability partnership (LLP) is a
variant of partnership with following exceptions:
 It is governed by LLP Act.2008.
 Registration is compulsory and has got a separate legal entity.
 Liabilities of the partners are limited (mostly).
 It cannot raise funds from public.
 It has characteristics of both a company and a partnership.

4.3.13 Companies
As per Section 2(20) of the Companies Act, 2013, the term ‘Company’ is defined as “a
company incorporated under the Companies Act, 2013 or any previous company law.”
According to Prof. Haney, “a company is an artificial person created by law,
having separate entity, with a perpetual succession and common seal.”
Note: ‘Common Seal’ part of the above definition does not hold valid now as
the common seal has been made optional by the Companies (Amendment) Act,
2015. Rest of the definition is perfectly valid till date.
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Depending on the capital structure, incorporation and objectives clauses, companies
may be classified as Public Company, Private Company, Govt. Company, One Person
Company, Foreign Company, Holding Company, Subsidiary Company etc.
Since a company is an artificial juridical person before the eyes of law, it can open a
bank account like any other individual. Company’s birth certificate is its certificate of
incorporation with Registrar of Companies (ROC). Both Articles of Association (AOA)
and Memorandum of Association can be termed as its ID. Bank should ensure that
appropriate resolution regarding authorisation of the bank and authorised person(s) to
operate the account is given at the time of opening the account. The account opening
form must be completed in terms of the resolution and all the required documents must
be verified from the originals by an authorised officer of the bank under his supervision
and authentication/signature. In case of Public Ltd. Company, certificate of
incorporation is a must.
4.3.14 Trust
Indian Trust Act, 1882 defines a Trust as an obligation annexed to the ownership of
property, and arising out of a confidence reposed in and accepted by the owner, or
declared and accepted by him, for the benefit of another, or of another and the owner.
The person who reposes the confidence is called the “author of the trust”, the person
who accepts the confidence is called “trustee”, the person for whose benefit the
confidence is accepted is called the “beneficiary” and the subject-matter of the trust is
called “trust-property” or “trust-money”. The act has been amended last in 2020.
Further, the instrument by which this entire trust is declared /created is called “the
instrument of trust” or the “trust deed” .Any person who is competent to contracts like
an individual, HUF, company, etc. can create a trust. However, in case of minor,
permission from competent court is required. Trusts are of two types: Private Trust and
Public Trust. As the name suggests, a private trust is created for the relatives and friends
of the author where as a Public Trust is created for the general public. While opening
the bank account, bank should strictly go by the Trust Deed and ensure that the Trust
Deed is registered and a verified copy of the deed is held on record.
4.3.15 Clubs, Societies and Associations
Clubs and Societies are non-profit making organisations and represent an association or
group of persons. These are normally registered under the Society Act, 1860 or
Company Act, 1956 though registration is not compulsory. Legal entity status can be
conferred on those which are incorporated. As these entities are governed by
internal rules and regulations (bye laws), certified true copy of the by-laws and copy of
the resolution must be retained by the bank at time of opening accounts. Cheques in
favour of the society, club or association must not be collected in the individual
accounts of office holders or employees. Even though registration is not mandatory,
banks should insist on registration.
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4.4

DOCUMENTS FOR OPENING ACCOUNTS

(NB:-FOR OPENING OF ACCOUNTS IN CASE OF ABOVE CUSTOMERS,
DOCUMENTS SHOULD BE OBTAINED FOR CUSTOMER IDENTIFICATION
PROCEDURE AS PER THE FOLLOWING TABLE.)
Types
of
Customers

ACCOUNTS
OF
INDIVIDUAL
FOR
IDENTITY
AND
ADDRESS
PROOF

Description of Documents/ Certified copy of any One of the following
Officially Valid Documents (OVDs).
[Copy verified from the Originals will be kept on record with AOF].
Any one of the following Documents as Proof of Identity
a) Permanent Account Number (PAN) Card
b) Passport
c) Voter’s Identity Card issued by the Election Commission of
India
d) Driving license
e) The letter issued by the Unique Identification Authority of
India (UIDAI) containing details of name, address
and Aadhar number.
f) Identity Card with applicant’s photograph issued by Central /
State Government Departments, Statutory / Regulatory
Authorities, Public Sector Undertakings, Scheduled
Commercial Banks, and Public Financial Institutions.
For small accounts/Low risk customers, the following documents
may be accepted’
 Job card issued by NREGA duly signed by an officer of the
State Government
 Letter issued by a Gazetted officer, with a duly attested
photograph of the person.
Provided further that where ‘simplified measures’ are applied for
verifying, for the limited purpose of, proof of address the following
additional documents are deemed to be ‘officially valid documents’
(OVDs) :


Utility bill , which is not more than two months old, of any
service provider (electricity, telephone, post-paid mobile
phone, piped gas, water bill);



Property or Municipal Tax receipt;
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Bank account or Post Office savings bank account statement;



Pension or family Pension Payment Orders (PPOs) issued to
retired employees by Government Departments or Public
Sector Undertakings, if they contain the address;



Letter of allotment of accommodation from employer issued by
State or Central Government departments, statutory or
regulatory bodies, and public sector undertakings, scheduled
commercial banks, financial institutions and listed companies.
Similarly, leave and license agreements with such employers
allotting official accommodation; and



Documents issued by Government departments of foreign
jurisdictions or letter issued by Foreign Embassy or Mission
in India.

Note: A customer is required to submit only one OVD for both proof
of identity and for proof of address as part of KYC procedure. If the
OVD for proof of identity does not have the proof of address (for e.g.
PAN Card), then the customer is required to submit another OVD for
proof of address.

In addition to KYC documents of the Directors of the company,
the following documents should be obtained: - Certificate of Incorporation
 Certificate of Commencement of Business (in case of
Public Ltd Co.)
ACCOUNTS



OF



COMPANIES





Memorandum & Articles of Association duly certified by
a Director/Secretary as true copy.
A copy of the latest Audited Balance Sheet & Profit and
Loss Account in case of Public Ltd. Company.
A resolution from the Board of Directors and power of
attorney granted to its managers, officers or employees
to transact on behalf. And
An officially valid document in respect of managers,
officers or employees holding an attorney to transact on
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Accounts
of
Partnership firms

Accounts
of
Proprietorship
concerns
- Proof of the
name,
address
and activity of
the concern

its behalf.
In addition to KYC documents of all partners/authorized
persons of the concern, the following documents be obtained:
 Registration Certificate.
 Partnership Deed
 An officially valid document in respect of the person
holding an attorney to transact on its behalf.
In addition to KYC documents of the Proprietor, any two of the
following documents in the name of the proprietary firm:


Registration Certificate (in the case of registered
concern);



Certificate/licence issued by the Municipal authorities
under Shop & Establishment Act;



Sales and Income Tax Returns



CST/VAT Certificate



Certificate/registration document issued
by Sales
Tax/Service Tax/Professional Tax authorities



Trade Licence / certificate of practice issued in the name
of proprietary concern by any professional body
incorporated under statute.



The complete income tax return (not just the
acknowledgement) in the name of the sole proprietor
where the firm’s income is reflected, duly authenticated /
acknowledged by the Income Tax Authorities.

Note: However, in cases where the Bank is satisfied that it is not
possible to furnish two such documents in the name of
proprietary concern, the Bank will accept only one of the above
mentioned documents as activity proof provided that the Bank
undertakes contact point verification, collects such information
as is required to establish the existence of such firm, confirms,
clarifies and satisfies itself that the business activity is verified
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from the address of the proprietary concern.

Accounts
Trusts

of

Accounts
of
unincorporated
association or a
body
of
individuals

HINDU
UNDIVIDED
FAMILY(HUF)

In addition to KYC documents of the Managing
Trustees/Founders/Managers/ Directors and their addresses, the
following documents of Trust are to be obtained:
 Registration certificate
 Trust Deed
 An officially valid document in respect of the person
holding a power of attorney to transact on its behalf.

In addition to KYC documents of the Founders/Managers/
Directors and their addresses, the following documents of Trust
are to be obtained:
 Resolution of the managing body of such associations or
body of individuals.
 Power of attorney granted to him to transact on its
behalf.
 An officially valid document in respect of the person
holding an attorney to transact on its behalf.
 Copy of Bye Laws

In addition to KYC documents of Karta and Major Coparceners,
the following documents should be obtained:
 Declaration of HUF and its Karta
 Recent Passport Photographs duly self-attested by Karta
and major co-parceners.
 Names and addresses of Karta and Major Coparceners.
 An officially valid document in respect of the person
holding an attorney to transact on its behalf.
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4.5

SMALL ACCOUNTS

Those persons who do not have any of the ‘officially valid documents’ can open ‘small
accounts’ with banks. A ‘small account’ can be opened on the basis of a self-attested
photograph and putting her/his signature or thumb print in the presence of an official of
the bank. Small accounts are also known as Basic Savings Bank Deposit Account
(BSBDA). Since the BSBDA is a no frills zero balance account, there are a few
conditions placed on it. The idea is for the account to serve someone from the
economically weaker section, and keeping those customers in mind, the conditions are
valid.
 An upper monetary limit to the balance that can be maintained in this account i.e
Rs.50,000
 A monetary limit in excess of the total credits granted to that account in a year,
i.e., Rs. 1,00,000
 An upper monetary limit for withdrawals in any given month Rs.10,000
 A maximum of four monthly withdrawals.


In case the account does not satisfy these conditions, the bank can convert it into a
Regular Savings Account as well.
An account holder cannot have a regular Savings Account and a BSBDA Account in the
same bank. The bank can convert an ordinary savings account into a BSBDA account if
the account holder meets the conditions and rules.
4.6
GENERAL PRECAUTIONS / GUIDELINES FOR
ACCOUNTS OF HOGH VALUE AND HIGH RISK CUSTOMERS

OPENING

Whatever may be the type of customer, ID proof and address proof must be verified. In
this context, bankers should remember the following finer aspects from practical point
of view.
 All the photo copies of required documents must be verified with the original
papers even if they are attested .The officer verified the documents must sign on
the photocopies as token of having verified the documents (copies) to be
retained.
 The originality of ID proof and address proof must also be checked with the
issuing authorities vide their website or separate letters.
 The address as evident from the record should be visited at least once by a bank
official before opening the account and the visit report must be retained with the
relevant Account opening form.
 If the customer resides in a rented house, the rent deed must be verified and
details of permanent residence with documentary evidence must be checked as a
part of due diligence process.
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4.7

All the personal information provided in the AOF and its various annexures
must be supported by documents.
In no case, AOF is allowed to be taken for obtaining the signatures of the
customer(s) including the specimen signature slip .Customers signature should
invariably be obtained before Bank official(s).
AOFs, particularly the specimen signature binders must be held under dual
custody overnight.
LET US SUM UP

Banking is a significant sector in the service industry. Customers are considered as the
most valuable stakeholders in a banking organization. It is the customer, who uses the
banking products and services and decides on the quality of these products and services.
The banking relationship is a contractual relationship between the customers and the
bank.
During the opening of accounts, the banker deals with different types of customers.
They are -Individual accounts (Single, Joint, Minor,Illiterate. Blind, Pardanashin
women, Lunatic and Insolvent), HUF, Sole Proprietor, Partnership, Companies, Trust,
Club, Society etc. Accordingly, documents are required to open the various types of
accounts. In any type of accounts Officially Valid Documents (OVD) are required to
satisfy due diligence. Basically documents are required to establish identity and address
for KYC compliance. The rules of KYC are not strict for Small accounts meant for
socially backward people with an eye on financial inclusion.
4.8

KEY WORDS







4.9

AOF: Account Opening Form
KYC: Know your Customer
PMLA: Prevention of Money laundering Act.
OVD: Officially Valid Documents
Mandate: Authority
POA: Power of Attorney
REVIEW QUESTIONS

1.
2.
3.
4.

Explain, in brief, the various types of individual customers with examples.
Write a brief note on non-individual or impersonal accounts.
Discuss the officially valid documents in the context of a bank.
Define Small Account. Explain in details, the procedure to open and maintain
small account.
5. Explain in brief:
a) General Relationship and
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b) Special Relationship
4.10
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